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SUMMARY
This thesis consists of two parts. The first part focuses on design and analysis
for computer experiments and the second part deals with binary time series and its
application to kinetic studies in micropipette experiments.
The first part of the thesis contains three chapters. In the first chapter, a new
experimental design for computer experiments is developed. The second chapter
proposes a new analysis method for computer experiments. A novel methodology
for the design and analysis of experiments with nested factors is developed in the
third chapter. The second part of the thesis is included in chapter four, where a new
multiple binary time series model and related inference are developed.
The research described in chapter one is concerned with optimal design for com-
puter experiments. Because deterministic models are used for experiments, the output
of a computer experiment (or code) is not subject to random variations, which makes
the design of computer experiments different from that of physical experiments. Latin
hypercube designs (LHDs) have been used extensively in the computer experiments
literature. A randomly generated LHD can have a systematic pattern: the variables
may be highly correlated or the design may not have good space-filling properties.
There are procedures to find good LHDs by minimizing the pairwise correlations or
maximizing the inter-site distances. In this chapter, it is shown that these two crite-
ria need not agree with each other. In fact, maximization of inter-site distances can
result in LHDs where the variables are highly correlated and vice versa. Therefore, a
multi-objective optimization approach is proposed to find good LHDs by combining
xi
correlation and distance performance measures. A new exchange algorithm for effi-
ciently generating such designs is also proposed. Several examples are presented to
show that the new algorithm is fast and that the obtained designs are good in terms
of both the correlation and distance criteria.
In computer experiments, kriging is a useful method for developing metamodels
for product design optimization. The most popular kriging method, known as ordi-
nary kriging, uses a constant mean in the model. In the second chapter, a modified
kriging method is proposed, which has an unknown mean model. Therefore it is
called blind kriging. The unknown mean model is identified from experimental data
using a Bayesian variable selection technique. Many examples are presented which
show remarkable improvement in prediction using blind kriging over ordinary krig-
ing. Moreover, the blind kriging predictor is easier to interpret and more robust to
misspecification in the correlation parameters.
The third chapter addresses problems related to computer experiments with branch-
ing and nested factors. In many experiments, some of the factors exist only within
the level of another factor. Such factors are often called nested factors. A factor
within which other factors are nested is called a branching factor. For example, sup-
pose we want to experiment with two processing methods. The factors involved in
these two methods can be different. Thus, in this experiment the processing method
is a branching factor and the other factors are nested within the branching factor.
Design and analysis of experiments with branching and nested factors are challenging
and have not received much attention in the literature. Motivated by a computer
experiment in a machining process, we develop optimal Latin hypercube designs and
kriging methods that can accommodate branching and nested factors. Through the
application of the proposed methods, optimal machining conditions and tool edge
geometry are attained, which resulted in a remarkable improvement in the machining
process.
xii
The fourth chapter deals with binary time series analysis with application to cell
adhesion frequency experiments. Repeated adhesion frequency assay is the only pub-
lished method for measuring the kinetic rates of cell adhesion. Cell adhesion plays an
important role in many physiological and pathological processes. Traditional analysis
of adhesion frequency experiments assumes that the adhesion test cycles are indepen-
dent Bernoulli trials. This assumption can often be violated in practice. Motivated
by the analysis of repeated adhesion tests, a binary time series model incorporating
random effects is developed in this chapter. A goodness-of-fit statistic is introduced
to assess the adequacy of distribution assumptions on the dependent binary data
with random effects. The asymptotic distribution of the goodness-of-fit statistic is
derived and its finite-sample performance is examined via a simulation study. Ap-
plication of the proposed methodology to real data from a T-cell experiment reveals
some interesting information, including the dependency between repeated adhesion
tests. These results provide some quantitative evidence to the speculation that cells







Computer experiments are widely used for the design and development of products
(for examples, see Fang, Li, and Sudjianto 2006). In computer experiments, instead of
physically doing an experiment on the product, mathematical models describing the
performance of the product are developed using engineering/physics laws and solved
on computers through numerical methods such as the finite element method. Because
deterministic models are used for experiments, the output of a computer experiment
is not subject to random variations, which makes the design of computer experiments
different from that of physical experiments (see Sacks et al. 1989). For example,
replication is not required. In fact, it is desirable to avoid replicates when projecting
the design on to a subset of factors. This is because a few out of the numerous factors
in the system usually dominate the performance of the product (known as effect
sparsity principle). Thus a good model can be fitted using only these few important
factors. Therefore, when we project the design on to these factors, replication is not
required. This can be achieved by using a Latin Hypercube Design (LHD) (McKay,
Beckman, and Conover 1979). An LHD has the property that by projecting an n-
point design on to any factor, we will get n different levels for that factor. This
property makes an LHD very suitable for computer experimentation.
1The paper based on this chapter appeared in Statistica Sinica, 18, 171-186, 2008.
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Suppose the n levels of a factor are denoted by 1, 2, · · · , n. Figure 1a shows an
LHD with two factors in six points. In general, an n-run LHD can be generated using
a random permutation of {1, 2, · · · , n} for each factor. Each permutation leads to a
different LHD. For k factors, we can thus obtain (n!)k LHDs. Figure 1b shows one
such LHD. Clearly, this is not a good design. It is not good due to the following two
reasons. First, the two factors are perfectly correlated. Therefore, we will not be able
to distinguish between the effects of the two factors based on this experiment. Second,
there is a large area in the experimental region that is not explored. Therefore, if we
use such a design to develop a prediction model, then the prediction will be poor in
those unexplored areas.





































There has been some work in the literature to avoid the above problems and
obtain a “good” LHD. The idea is to find the best design by optimizing a criterion
that describes a desirable property of the design. Iman and Conover (1982), Owen
(1994), and Tang (1998) proposed to find designs minimizing correlations among
factors. Figure 1c shows the optimal LHD found by the procedure in Tang (1998),
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which is clearly much better than the one in Figure 1a and 1b. As discussed before,
apart from the correlations we are also interested in spreading the points out across
the experimental region. This is the idea behind space-filling designs. Morris and
Mitchell (1995) proposed to find the best LHD by maximizing the minimum distance
between the points. The optimal LHD under this criterion is shown in Figure 1d.
Other approaches to find good LHDs are given by Owen (1992), Tang (1993), Park
(1994), Ye (1998), Ye, Li, and Sudjianto (2000), and Jin, Chen, and Sudjianto (2005).
The minimum pairwise correlation between the factors and the maximum distance
between the points are both good criteria for finding optimal LHDs. Intuitively,
minimizing correlation should spread out the points and maximizing the distance
between the points should reduce the correlation. But in reality, there is no one-to-
one relationship between these two criteria. In fact, the designs obtained by these two
criteria can be entirely different. To illustrate this, consider again an LHD with six
points and two factors. There are a total of (6!)2 = 518, 400 LHDs. The designs can
be ranked based on the maximin distance criterion (Mitchell and Morris 1995), where
the rank 1 is given to the best design. They are plotted in Figure 2 against absolute
values of correlations (there are a total of 113 different combinations of correlations
and maximin ranks in this example). We can see that the points are highly scattered
showing that the minimization of one criterion may not lead to the minimization of
the other criterion (see Figure 3 for an example.) The problem becomes more serious
as the number of points or the number of factors is increased. This motivates us to
develop a multi-objective criterion that minimizes the pairwise correlations as well as
maximize the inter-site distances.
Because of the huge combinatorial nature of the problem, finding the optimal
LHD is a very difficult task. Several algorithms such as simulated annealing (Morris
and Mitchell 1995), columnwise-pairwise algorithms (Ye, Li, and Sudjianto 2000),
enhanced stochastic evolutionary algorithms (Jin, Chen, and Sudjianto 2005), etc.
3




















Figure 2: maximin rank vs correlation in n = 6, k = 2 case






























Figure 3: LHDs with n = 6 and k = 2. (a) correlation=0.714, maximin rank=11.
(b) correlation=0.086, maximin rank=80.
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are proposed in the literature for finding the optimal LHD. Most of the algorithms
use an exchange method for searching in the design space. For example, in the
algorithm proposed by Morris and Mitchell, a column in the design is randomly
selected and then two randomly chosen elements within that column are exchanged
to find a new design. We observed that the columns in the design matrix correspond
to the experimental factors and thus we can choose them deterministically to reduce
the pairwise correlations. Similarly, the rows in the design matrix correspond to the
points in the experimental region and thus the elements can be chosen to maximize
the inter-site distances. These observations lead to a new algorithm, which is highly
suitable for finding the optimum based on our multi-objective criterion.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, performance measures for eval-
uating the goodness of an LHD with respect to pairwise correlations and inter-site
distances are described. In Section 3, we propose a multi-objective criterion com-
bining the two performance measures. In Section 4, we propose a new algorithm
for generating optimal designs. Several examples are presented in Section 5 and a
statistical justification for the new criterion is given in Section 6.
1.2 Performance Measures
Iman and Conover (1982), Owen (1994), and Tang (1998) proposed to choose designs
by minimizing correlations among factors within the class of LHDs. We will use the
following performance measure proposed by Owen, for evaluating the goodness of the










where ρij is the linear correlation between columns i and j.
Now we will discuss a performance measure based on the inter-site distances. Let
X be the design, which is an n × k matrix. Let s and t be any two design points
(or sites). Consider the distance measure d(s, t) = {
∑k
j=1 |sj − tj|p}1/p, in which
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p = 1 and p = 2 correspond to the rectangular and Euclidean distances respectively.
Johnson, Moore, and Ylvisaker (1990) proposed the maximin distance criterion, which
maximizes the minimum inter-site distance. Morris and Mitchell (1995) applied this
criterion to the class of LHDs to find the optimal LHD. Because there are many designs
that maximize the minimum inter-site distance, they proposed an extended definition
of the maximin criterion. For a given LHD, define a distance list (D1, D2, ..., Dm) in
which the elements are the distinct values of inter-site distances, sorted from the
smallest to the largest. Hence m ≤ (n2 ). Let Ji be the number of pairs of sites in the
design separated by Di. Then a design X is called a maximin design if it sequentially
maximizes Di’s and minimizes Ji’s in the following order: D1, J1, D2, J2, · · · , Dm, Jm.
Morris and Mitchell (1995) then proposed a scalar-valued function which can be used
to rank competing designs in such a way that the maximin design received the highest








where p is a positive integer. Now for large enough p, the design that minimizes
φp will be a maximin design. In the next section we propose a new criterion which
combines the performance measures in (5) and (2).
1.3 Multi-Objective Criterion
Our objective is to find an LHD that minimizes both ρ2 and φp. A common approach
in multi-objective optimization is to optimize a weighted average of all the objective
functions. Therefore consider the objective function
w1ρ
2 + w2φp,
where w1 and w2 are some pre-specified positive weights. Because the two objectives
are very different, it is not easy to choose appropriate weights. Moreover, the two
6
objectives have different scales. The objective function ρ2 ∈ [0, 1], whereas the objec-
tive function φp can be more than 1. If we can scale φp also to [0, 1], then we might
be able to assign some reasonable weights. In order to do this, we need to find an
upper and lower bound for φp. This is what we try to do in the following.
Consider an LHD with n points and k factors, denoted by LHD(n, k). Suppose
each factor takes values in {1, 2, · · · , n}. Let d1, d2, · · · , d(n2 ) be the inter-site distances
among the n points based on the rectangular distance measure d(s, t) =
∑k
j=1 |sj−tj|.
We will use the following two results for deriving bounds for φp. All the proofs are
given in the Appendix.
Lemma 1. For an LHD(n, k), the average inter-site distance (rectangular measure)





Lemma 2. Consider a set of positive values {dj1, dj2, · · · , djm} and denote its ordered











Lemma 1 shows that for all LHDs, the average distance is a constant for a given
n and k. As an interesting consequence, note that the last step in the definition
of maximin criterion cannot be applied to an LHD, because Dm is determined by
D1, · · · , Dm−1. Therefore, it is more appropriate to define the objective function for





1/p. But we will continue to use (2), because it has a




























where bxc is the largest integer ≤ x and dxe is the smallest integer > x. The following
result states that the above two values can be used as a lower and upper bound for φp.
Proposition 1. For an LHD(n, k), φp,L ≤ φp ≤ φp,U .
It is easy to see that the upper bound is achieved when all of the factors are equal.
Thus the worst design in terms of φp is the same as the worst design in terms of ρ.
However, there may not exist a design that achieves the lower bound.
Thus (φp − φp,L)/(φp,U − φp,L) ∈ [0, 1] has the same range as ρ2. Therefore, our
new criterion is to minimize
ψp = wρ
2 + (1− w) φp − φp,L
φp,U − φp,L
,
where w ∈ (0, 1). The case of w = 0.5 gives approximately equal importance to both
the correlation and the distance measures. We will call a design that minimizes ψp
as an orthogonal-maximin Latin hypercube design (OMLHD). In the next section we
propose a new algorithm for finding an OMLHD.
1.4 A New Algorithm
Morris and Mitchell (1995) proposed a version of the simulated annealing algorithm
for optimizing φp. We will call their algorithm as MMA. In MMA, the search begins
with a randomly chosen LHD, and proceeds through the examination of a sequence of
designs, each generated as a perturbation of the preceding one. A perturbation X try
of a design X is generated by interchanging two randomly chosen elements within a
randomly chosen column in X. The perturbation X try replaces X if it leads to an
8
improvement. Otherwise, it will replace X with probability π = exp{−[φp(X try) −
φp(X)]/t}, where t is a preset parameter known as “temperature”.
We propose a modification of the above algorithm. Instead of randomly choosing
a column and two elements within that column, we will choose them judiciously in
order to achieve improvement in our multi-objective function. Suppose at some stage
of the iterations, a column is almost orthogonal to the other columns. Then clearly,
we will not gain much in perturbing this column. It is much better to choose a column
that is highly correlated with the other columns, because through a perturbation of
its elements we may be able to reduce the correlation, thereby improving our objective
function. Similarly, if a point is far from the other points, then there is no need to
perturb the elements in that row. Instead, we can choose a point that is close to the
other points and perturb the elements in the chosen column. This may increase the
distance of the point from the others, thereby improving our objective function. For














for each row i = 1, 2, · · · , n, where ρlj is the correlation between columns l and j; and
dij is the distance between the rows i and j. Thus ρ
2
l and φpi can be used as measures
for correlation and distance for each column and row respectively. For exchanging the
elements, we want to choose a column with high probability that is highly correlated
with the other columns. Similarly, we want to choose a row with high probability
that is closest to the other rows. Therefore choose the column














with α ∈ [1,∞). Note that if ρl (or φpi) is high for a column (or row), then it will
be chosen with a higher probability than the other columns (or rows). This step
makes our algorithm different from the existing algorithms. Now exchange xi∗l∗ with
a randomly chosen element xi′ l∗ . This gives us the new design X try. If ψp(X try) <
ψp(X), then we will replace X by X try, otherwise we will replace it with probability
π = exp{−[ψp(X try)− ψp(X)]/t}.
All the parameters in the new algorithm are set the same as that used in a stan-
dard simulated annealing algorithm for which the convergence is already established
(Lundy and Mees 1986). Therefore the new algorithm will also converge to the global
optimum. A limiting case of the algorithm is interesting. When α→∞, the exchange







Under this rule, the transition probability matrix for moving from one design to an-
other design can be reducible, violating one of the conditions required for convergence.
But our simulations, given in the next section, show that the convergence is faster
with the above modification. Therefore, we recommend it for use in practice.
Because the objective function is evaluated at each iteration of the algorithm,
it is extremely important to have a computationally efficient implementation of the
objective function (see Jin, Chen, and Sudjianto 2005). Instead of calculating ρ2l and


































, i 6= i′ , i∗
.
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For all j 6= i∗, i′ we have d(s+1)i∗j = d
(s)
i∗j − t(i∗, i
′









where t(i1, i2, u, v) = |xi1v − xuv| − |xi2v − xuv|. Also note that the distance matrix
(dij) is symmetric. For ρ
2






































We should point out that the proposed exchange procedure can also be im-
plemented with any of the other stochastic optimization algorithms such as the
columnwise-pairwise algorithm (Li and Wu 1997, Ye, Li, and Sudjianto 2000), the
threshold accepting heuristic (Winker and Fang 1998), and the stochastic evolution-
ary algorithm (Jin, Chen, and Sudjianto 2005).
1.5 Examples
In this section, we compare our proposed method with some of the existing meth-
ods. For a fair comparison, we choose all the parameters in the simulated annealing
algorithm equal to the recommended values in Morris and Mitchell (1995). In the
following examples, we let p = 15 and w = 0.5. In all the examples, we started
the iteration by using a randomly generated symmetric LHD (Ye, Li, and Sudjianto
2000).
Example 1 (OMLHD vs MLHD). Consider an LHD(5, 3). In this case it is
feasible to enumerate all the LHDs. We found that there are a total of 142 different
designs according to the maximin criterion (Morris and Mitchell, 1995). The maximin
Latin hypercube design (MLHD) and the proposed OMLHD are given in Table 7. We
see that for OMLHD, the maximum pairwise correlation is only 0.1 compared to 0.4 of
MLHD. The minimum inter-site distances of the two designs are the same (D1 = 5),
although the number of sites separated by this distance is one less in MLHD.
11
Table 1: Example 1, MLHD vs OMLHD for n = 5 and k = 3
MLHD OMLHD
1 1 2 1 2 3
optimal 2 5 3 2 4 5
design 3 2 5 3 5 1
matrix 4 3 1 4 1 2




pairwise correlations (0.4,0.2,0.1) (-0.1,-0.1,0)
Table 2: Examples 2 and 4, OMLHD vs OLHD, MLHD, and ULHD for n = 9 and
k = 4
MLHD OMLHD OLHD ULHD
1 3 3 4 1 5 3 3 1 2 6 3 4 1 7 5
2 5 8 8 2 2 5 8 2 9 7 6 1 3 4 3
optimal 3 8 6 2 3 9 7 5 3 4 2 9 9 9 5 4
4 7 1 6 4 3 8 1 4 7 1 2 6 6 6 9
design 5 2 9 3 5 7 1 7 5 5 5 5 5 7 2 1
6 9 5 9 6 6 9 9 6 3 9 8 2 8 8 7
matrix 7 1 4 7 7 1 2 4 7 6 8 1 3 5 1 6
8 4 2 1 8 8 4 2 8 1 3 4 8 2 3 8
9 6 7 5 9 4 6 6 9 8 4 7 7 4 9 2
φp 0.1049 0.1049 0.1154 0.1127
D1(J1) 11(3) 11(4) 10(8) 10(5)
ρ 0.108 0.063 0 0.076
maximum pairwise correlation 0.217 0.117 0 0.15
CL2 0.1415 0.1386 0.1457 0.1374
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Example 2 (OMLHD vs OLHD). Ye (1998) proposed the orthogonal Latin hy-
percube designs (OLHD), in which all the columns are orthogonal (correlation = 0)
to each other. Table 2 compares the OLHD with the proposed OMLHD for the case
of n = 9 and k = 4. For comparison, the MLHD is also given in the Table. We can
see that the OMLHD is a compromise between the MLHD and OLHD. OLHD exists
only for certain n and k, whereas MLHD and OMLHD exist for all n and k. In this
sense MLHD and OMLHD are more general.


























Figure 4: Example 3, (a) OA-based LHD (φp = 0.5380, D1(J1) = 2(3), ρ = −0.067)
(b)OMLHD (φp = 0.2879, D1(J1) = 4(8), ρ = 0)
Example 3 (OMLHD vs OA-based LHD). Owen (1992) and Tang (1993) proposed
using orthogonal arrays for constructing good LHDs. Tang called such designs OA-
based LHDs. Figure 4 shows an OA-based LHD and the OMLHD for the case of
n = 9 and k = 2. Clearly the OMLHD is superior to this particular OA-based LHD.
Interestingly, in this case, the OMLHD is also an OA-based LHD, but a good one in
terms of both correlation and space-filling. However, in general an OMLHD need not
be an OA-based LHD.
Example 4 (OMLHD vs ULHD). Another popular space-filling design is the un-
form design. It can be obtained by minimizing the centered L2-discrepancy criterion
(CL2)(see Fang, Ma, and Winker 2000). Denote the optimal LHD under this criterion
by ULHD. The ULHD for n = 9 and k = 4 is given in Table 2. We can see that the
13
























Figure 5: Performance of our new algorithm (solid) and MMA (dashed) against the
number of iterations.
OMLHD is slightly worse than the ULHD under this criterion, but is better in terms
of both φp and ρ. Interestingly, the OMLHD performs much better than MLHD and
OLHD in terms of CL2.
We have also studied the performance of the proposed exchange algorithm. Figure
5 shows how φp and ρ
2 are reduced with each iteration for the case of LHD(25, 4).
The same starting design is used for both MMA and the new algorithm. We can
see that the new algorithm converges more quickly than the MMA. We repeated
this 200 times. The values of ψp at the 50
th iteration are plotted in Figure 26. We
can see that they are much smaller for the new algorithm compared to the MMA.
Thus for a fixed number of iterations, the new algorithm produces LHDs with smaller
pairwise correlations and larger inter-site distances. The simulations are repeated for
LHD(50, 4), LHD(10, 10), and LHD(100, 10). The number of iterations for each of
these cases was fixed at 100, 200, and 500 respectively. The results are shown in
Figure 26. We can see that remarkable improvements are obtained by using the new
algorithm compared to the MMA.
14












































































Figure 6: Plot of ψp values from the new algorithm against that of the MMA.
1.6 A Statistical Justification
Because of the absence of random errors, interpolating methods such as kriging are
widely used for modeling and analysis in computer experiments. Consider a function
y(x), where x = (x1, · · · , xk)′. The ordinary kriging model is given by,
Y (x) = µ+ Z(x), (5)
where Z(x) is a weak stationary stochastic process with mean 0 and covariance func-




i=1 |hi|γ , (6)
with θ ∈ (0,∞) and γ ∈ (0, 2]. Suppose we evaluated the function at n points
{x1, · · · ,xn} and let y = (y1, · · · , yn)′ be the corresponding function values. Then,
the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) is given by ŷ(x) = µ̂+ r(x)′R−1(y− µ̂1),
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where 1 is a column of 1’s having length n, r(x)′ = (R(x−x1), · · · , R(x−xn)), R is
an n× n matrix with elements R(xi − xj), and µ̂ = 1′R−1y/1′R−11. Note that the
model in (2) assumes a constant mean and therefore, the predictor does not perform
well when there are some trends (see Joseph (2006a)). If the trends are known, then
universal kriging can be used instead of ordinary kriging. The universal kriging model
with linear trends is given by
Y (x) = β0 +
k∑
i=1
βixi + Z(x), (7)
where β0, β1, · · · , βk are some unknown constants. Simulations carried out by Martin
and Simpson (2005) show that universal kriging can improve the prediction over
ordinary kriging. See Qian et al. (2006) for a real application of universal kriging
with linear trends.
Johnson, Moore, and Ylvisaker (1990) have shown that the maximin design with
minimum J1 is asymptotically D-optimum under the ordinary kriging model (as cor-
relation becomes weak). Thus the objective of a maximin design can be thought of
as finding a design to improve prediction through the stochastic part Z(x). Whereas
minimizing the correlation among the variables will help in estimating the determinis-
tic mean part β0+
∑k
i=1 βixi efficiently. For the universal kriging predictor to perform
well, both parts need to be estimated precisely. Thus the orthogonal-maximin LHD
can be considered suitable for the efficient estimation of the universal kriging model
with linear trends.
More specifically, consider the following hierarchical Bayesian model:
y|β ∼ N(Fβ, σ2R), β ∼ N(µ, τ 2I),
where F = [1,X] is the model matrix corresponding to β = (β0, · · · , βk)′ and I is an
identity matrix. The maximum entropy design (Shewry and Wynn 1987) is obtained
by maximizing the determinant of the variance-covariance matrix of y. Thus we need
to maximize det(σ2R + τ 2FF ′), which is equal to (see Santner, Williams, and Notz
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2003, page 167)
det(σ2R) det(τ 2/σ2F ′R−1F + I).
Johnson, Moore, and Ylvisaker (1990) have shown that as θ → ∞ in (6), a max-
imin design maximizes the first term det(σ2R). As θ → ∞, τ 2/σ2F ′R−1F + I →
τ 2/σ2F ′F + I, whose determinant is maximized when F is orthogonal. Thus an or-
thogonal design maximizes the second term. A design will be asymptotically (θ →∞)
optimum with respect to the maximum entropy criterion if both the terms are max-
imized. Therefore, an OMLHD, which possesses good maximin and orthogonality
properties, can be expected to perform well in terms of the maximum entropy crite-
rion for the model in (1) among all LHDs.
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CHAPTER II




The use of computer modeling and experiments is becoming more and more popu-
lar for product design optimization (Fang, Li, and Sudjianto, 2006). Based on the
physical knowledge of the product, models such as finite element models can be for-
mulated and solved on computers. Although cheaper than experimenting on products
or prototypes, computer experiments can still be time consuming and expensive. An
approach to reduce the computational time and cost is to perform optimization on a
metamodel that approximates the original computer model. The metamodel can be
estimated from data by running the computer experiment on a sample of points in
the region of interest.
Kriging is widely used for obtaining the metamodels (Sacks, et al., 1989; Santner,
Williams, and Notz, 2003; Jin, Chen, and Simpson, 2001). For examples, Pacheco,
Amon, and Finger (2003) uses kriging for the thermal design of wearable computers,
Cappelleri, et al. (2002) uses kriging for the design of a variable thickness piezoelectric
bimorph actuator, and so on. The popularity of kriging is due to the fact that
computer models are often deterministic (i.e., no random error in the output) and thus
interpolating metamodels are desirable. Kriging gives an interpolating metamodel
and is therefore more suitable than the other common alternatives such as quadratic




A kriging model, known as universal kriging, can be stated as follows (Wacker-
nagel, 2002). Assume that the true function y(x), x ∈ Rp, is a realization from a
stochastic process
Y (x) = µ(x) + Z(x), (1)
where µ(x) =
∑m
i=0 µivi(x) and Z(x) is a weak stationary stochastic process with
mean 0 and covariance function σ2ψ. The vi’s are some known functions and µi’s
are unknown parameters. Usually v0(x) = 1. The covariance function is defined as
cov{Y (x + h), Y (x)} = σ2ψ(h), where the correlation function ψ(h) is a positive
semidefinite function with ψ(0) = 1 and ψ(−h) = ψ(h). In this formulation µ(x) is
used to capture the known trends, so that Z(x) will be a stationary process. But, in
reality, rarely will those trends be known and thus the following special case, known as
ordinary kriging, is commonly used (Wackernagel, 2002; Currin, et al., 1991; Welch,
et al., 1992),
Y (x) = µ0 + Z(x). (2)
The metamodel (or the predictor) can be obtained as follows. Suppose we eval-
uated the function at n points {x1, · · · ,xn} and let y = (y1, · · · , yn)′ be the corre-
sponding function values. Then ordinary kriging predictor is given by
ŷ(x) = µ̂0 +ψ(x)
′Ψ−1(y − µ̂01), (3)
where 1 is a column of 1’s having length n, ψ(x)′ = (ψ(x− x1), · · · , ψ(x− xn)), Ψ
is an n × n matrix with elements ψ(xi − xj), and µ̂0 = 1′Ψ−1y/1′Ψ−11. It is the
best linear unbiased predictor, which minimizes the mean squared prediction error
E{Ŷ (x)− Y (x)}2 under the model in Eq. (2).
The predictor in Eq. (3) is an interpolating predictor and is easy to evaluate.
However, it has some problems. First, the prediction can be poor if there are some
strong trends (see the simulation results in Martin and Simpson (2005). Second, it
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is not easy to understand the effects of the factors by just looking at the predictor.
Of course, sensitivity analysis techniques such as the functional analysis of variance
can be used for understanding and quantifying their effects (Fang, Li, and Sudjianto,
2006), but the proposed predictor in this chapter is a much simpler alternative. Third,
the predictor is not robust to the misspecification in the correlation parameters (see
Joseph (2006a) for examples). In this chapter, we propose a modification of univer-
sal kriging predictor that overcomes the foregoing problems observed with ordinary
kriging predictor.
2.2 Blind Kriging
We propose a simple modification to universal kriging model in Eq. (1). We do not
assume the functions vi’s to be known. Instead, they are identified through some
data-analytic procedures. Because vi’s are unknown in our model, we name it blind
kriging. Thus the blind kriging model is given by
Y (x) = v(x)′µm + Z(x), (4)
where v(x)′ = (1, v1, · · · , vm), µm = (µ0, µ1, · · · , µm)′, and m are unknown. Here
Z(x) is assumed to be a weak stationary stochastic process with mean 0 and covari-
ance function σ2mψ. The correlation function ψ can also depend on m, but for the
moment assume it to be independent. The blind kriging predictor, which has the
same form as that of universal kriging predictor, is given by
ŷ(x) = v(x)′µ̂m +ψ(x)
′Ψ−1(y − V mµ̂m), (5)
where V m = (v(x1), · · · ,v(xn))′ and µ̂m = (V ′mΨ−1V m)−1V ′mΨ−1y. Note that
V m is an n× (m+ 1) matrix.
The most important step in blind kriging is to identify the unknown functions vi’s.
They can be chosen from a set of candidate functions (or variables) using variable
selection techniques. If some simple functions are used in the candidate set, then the
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predictor can be easily interpreted using the first part v(x)′µ̂m. The second part of
the predictor ψ(x)′Ψ−1(y − V mµ̂m) is used to achieve interpolation and does not
provide much information about the overall trend in the function.
2.2.1 Variable Selection
There are many variable selection techniques that are popular in regression analy-
sis such as forward selection, backward elimination, and step-wise regression (Miller,
2002). Recently, many other techniques have also been proposed (George and Mc-
Culloch, 1993; Breiman, 1995; Tibshirani, 1996; Efron, et al. 2004). All of these
techniques have a drawback for using in the analysis of experiments and in particular
for blind kriging. They do not lead to models that satisfy the well known principles
of effect hierarchy and effect heredity (Hamada and Wu, 1992). The effect hierar-
chy principle states that lower order effects (such as main effects) are more important
than higher order effects (such as two-factor interactions) and the effect heredity prin-
ciple states that in order for an interaction effect to be significant, at least one of its
parent factors should be significant. These principles are useful for identifying models
that are simple and interpretable. Chipman, Hamada, and Wu (1997) introduced a
Bayesian variable selection technique that incorporates these two principles. Another
Bayesian variable selection technique introduced in Joseph (2006b) and Joseph and
Delaney (2007) seems to be more useful for our purpose because of its connections
with kriging. It can be considered as a Bayesian version of the forward selection strat-
egy. Below we explain this technique briefly. Additional details of the technique are
included in the Appendix. We note that the work in Joseph (2006b) and Joseph and
Delaney (2007) focus on physical experiments and therefore, the Bayesian variable
selection technique was applied only to linear models and not kriging models.
The candidate variables are selected as the linear effects, quadratic effects, and
two-factor interactions. Here the two-factor interactions include the linear-by-linear,
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linear-by-quadratic, quadratic-by-linear, and quadratic-by-quadratic interactions. There
are a total of t = 2p2 candidate variables (excluding the constant term). We note
that this Bayesian variable selection technique can easily handle three and higher
order effects, but in this chapter we focus on the lower order effects for the simplicity
of exposition and interpretation. Following Joseph and Delaney (2007), first scale
the factors in [1.0, 3.0]. Other ranges such as [0, 1] or [−1, 1] maybe used, however,
Eqs (6) and (7) should be changed accordingly (see the Appendix). The linear and






(xj − 2) and xjq =
1√
2
(3(xj − 2)2 − 2), (6)
for j = 1, 2, · · · , p. The variables xjl and xjq are scaled so that they have the same
length
√
3 when xj takes the values 1, 2, and 3. The two-factor interaction terms can
be defined as the products of these variables. For example, the linear-by-quadratic
interaction term between x1 and x3 can be defined as x1lx3q.





i=0 βiui, where u0 = 1. As an example, for two factors




i=0 βiui, where u0 = 1, u1 = x1l, u2 = x1q,
u3 = x2l, u4 = x2q, u5 = x1lx2l, u6 = x1lx2q, u7 = x1qx2l, and u8 = x1qx2q. Note that
when t > n − 1, a frequentist estimation of the βi’s is not possible. However, all of
the t effects can be simultaneously estimated using a Bayesian approach. For doing
this, we need to postulate a prior distribution for β = (β0, β1, · · · , βt)′. Let
β ∼ N (0, τ 2mR),
where 0 is a vector of 0’s having length t + 1 and R is a (t + 1) × (t + 1) diagonal
matrix.
The matrix R can be constructed as follows. Assume that the correlation func-
tion in ordinary kriging model has a product correlation structure given by ψ(h) =
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∏p
j=1 ψj(hj). Let lij = 1 if βi includes the linear effect of factor j and 0 otherwise.
Similarly, qij = 1 if βi includes the quadratic effect of factor j and 0 otherwise. Then









3 + 4ψj(1) + 2ψj(2)
and rjq =
3− 4ψj(1) + ψj(2)
3 + 4ψj(1) + 2ψj(2)
. (7)
The foregoing connection with kriging makes this Bayesian variable selection tech-
nique the most suitable among its competitors. As shown in Joseph (2006b) and
Joseph and Delaney (2007), the effect hierarchy and effect heredity principles are
embedded in the prior.
Assume that Z(x) in Eq. (4) follows a Gaussian process. Then the posterior mean




RU ′Ψ−1(y − V mµ̂m), (8)
where U is the model matrix corresponding to the experimental design. A variable
can be declared important if its absolute coefficient is large. Thus the variable to
enter at each step m = 0, 1, 2, · · · can be selected as the variable with the largest
|β̂i|. We note that Joseph (2006b) and Joseph and Delaney (2007) instead uses the
standardized coefficient for variable selection. Both produce similar results, but the
computation of the former is easier. For maximizing |β̂i|, without loss of generality
we can set τ 2m/σ
2
m = 1 in Eq. ( 8), which significantly simplifies the computations.
There remains an important issue to address in this Bayesian forward variable
selection strategy. When should we stop adding terms to the mean part? In other
words, what is the best value for m? The difficulty in choosing m is that, irrespec-
tive of its value, kriging predictor interpolates the data and thus gives a perfect fit.
Therefore, the prediction errors are all 0. This prevents us from using the standard
model selection criteria in regression analysis such as Cp-statistic and Akaike informa-
tion criterion (Miller 2002). We will overcome this problem by using cross validation
errors.
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Let ŷ(i)(x) be the predictor after removing the ith data point. Then the leave-
one-out cross validation error is defined as
cvi = yi − ŷ(i)(xi),







Now we can choose the value of m that minimizes CV PE(m). We should point out
that the foregoing approach of using cross validation errors works well only if the
experimental data points are able to capture the trends in the true function.
The cross validation errors can be computed only after estimating the unknown
parameters from the data, which is discussed in the next section. Among the pa-
rameters, those associated with the correlation function are computationally difficult
to estimate. Clearly, the computations will become even more difficult if we need to
estimate those parameters after removing each data point. Therefore, we recommend
keeping the correlation parameters the same when computing cross validation errors.
2.2.2 Estimation







which is the most popular correlation function used in computer experiments (Sant-
ner, Williams, and Notz, 2003). Let θ = (θ1, · · · , θp)′. The parameters µm, σ2m,
and θ can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood. Because the model is selected
based on a cross validation criterion, it may seem more appropriate to use the same
criterion for estimation. However, many empirical studies have shown that the maxi-
mum likelihood estimates perform better than the estimates based on cross validation
(Santner, Williams, and Notz, 2003; Martin and Simpson, 2005).
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Under the assumption that Z(x) in Eq. (4) follows a Gaussian process, the neg-












(y − V mµm)′Ψ−1(y − V mµm).
For the moment assume that θ is known. Minimizing NL with respect to µm and










(y − V mµ̂m)
′
Ψ−1(y − V mµ̂m). (10)




(1 + log(2π)) +
1
2
(n log σ̂2m + log |Ψ|). (11)
Now consider the case with unknown θ. It can also be estimated by minimizingNL
in Eq. (11). However, the minimization is not a trivial task. We have encountered
multiple local minima in many examples and thus, finding the global minimum is
difficult. Therefore, we propose to estimate θ only at m = 0. Thus
θ̂ = arg min
θ
n log σ̂20 + log |Ψ|. (12)
Keeping the correlation parameters the same at each step also helps in identifying
a mean model that satisfies effect heredity Joseph and Delaney 2007. At the final
step, that is after choosing m, the correlation parameters can be again estimated (i.e.,
by minimizing NL in Eq. (11)), which can give a better prediction. Because θ is
estimated two times, the computational complexity in fitting a blind kriging model is
roughly twice as that of an ordinary kriging model. The approach is explained with
examples in the next section.
2.3 Examples
2.3.1 Example 1: Engine Block and Head Joint Sealing Experiment
The engine block and head joint sealing assembly is one of the most crucial and
fundamental structural design in the automotive internal combustion engine. Design
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Figure 7: Finite element model of engine head and block joint sealing assembly
decisions must be made upfront, prior to the availability of a physical prototype, be-
cause it affects downstream design decisions for other engine components as well as
significantly impacts the long lead time tooling and machining facility setup. Revers-
ing a decision about this assembly at a later time has very expensive consequences.
Thus, the use of a computer simulation model is indispensable. The design of the
engine block and head joint sealing assembly is very complex due to multiple func-
tional requirements (e.g., combustion gas, high pressure oil, oil drain, and coolant
sealing) and complicated geometry; thus, the interactions among design parameters
in this assembly (block and head structures, gasket, and fasteners) have significant
effects. To best simulate the engine assembly process and operating conditions, a
finite element model was developed to capture the complexity of part geometry, the
compliance in the components, non-linear material properties, and contact interface
between the parts (see Fig. 1). To address performance robustness of the joint seal-
ing, manufacturing variability of the mating surfaces and head bolt tensional load
are included in the analysis for which design parameters are optimized. Because the
assembly model is computationally expensive, the availability of a computationally
efficient and accurate metamodel is important for optimizing the design.
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Table 3: Example 1, Data for the engine head and block joint sealing experiment
Run x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 y
1 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 3 1.53
2 3 3 3 2 3 1 3 1 2.21
3 1 1 2 3 2 1 3 3 1.69
4 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 1 1.92
5 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 1.42
6 1 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 5.33
7 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 3 2.00
8 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 2.13
9 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 2 1.77
10 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 1.89
11 1 3 3 1 3 2 1 3 2.17
12 3 2 2 3 1 2 1 3 2.00
13 3 3 1 3 2 1 2 3 1.66
14 2 1 1 3 3 2 3 1 2.54
15 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 1.64
16 3 1 3 2 3 3 2 3 2.14
17 1 2 3 1 1 3 3 2 4.20
18 3 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 1.69
19 1 2 1 2 2 3 1 1 3.74
20 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 3 2.07
21 2 3 3 3 2 3 1 1 1.87
22 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1.19
23 3 3 1 1 2 3 3 2 1.70
24 2 2 3 3 1 1 3 2 1.29
25 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1.82
26 1 1 3 3 1 2 2 1 3.43
27 3 1 3 1 2 2 1 2 1.91
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Eight factors are selected for experimentation: gasket thickness (x1), number of
contour zones (x2), zone-to-zone transition (x3), bead profile (x4), coining depth (x5),
deck face surface flatness (x6), load/deflection variation (x7), and head bolt force
variation (x8). Because of the complexity in the simulation setup and the excessive
computing requirements, only 27 runs are used for the experiment. The experimental
design, which is a 27-run orthogonal array (Wu and Hamada, 2000), is given in Table
3. In this example, we analyze only the gap lift (y).
First consider ordinary kriging. The maximum likelihood estimate of θ is given
by
θ̂ = (2.75, .26, .02, .01, .01, 4.00, .01, .01)′.
To avoid numerical problems, we have constrained each θi in [.01, 4] in the optimiza-
tion of the likelihood. We obtain CV PE(0) = .5784. The ordinary kriging predictor
is given by
ŷ(x) = 2.27 + ψ̂(x)′Ψ̂
−1
(y − 2.27 1),









Now consider blind kriging. To apply the Bayesian variable selection technique
in Joseph (2006b) and Joseph and Delaney (2007), we first need to construct the R
matrix. It is a 129× 129 diagonal matrix given by




3 + 4e−θ̂j + 2e−4θ̂j
and r̂jq =
3− 4e−θ̂j + e−4θ̂j
3 + 4e−θ̂j + 2e−4θ̂j
.
Now compute
β̂ = R̂U ′Ψ̂
−1
(y − 2.27 1),
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whereU is a 27×129 matrix whose first column is 1 and the other columns correspond
to the values of x1l, x1q, x2l, · · · , x7qx8q. Note that because we are only interested in
finding the maximum value of |β̂i|, we have set τ 20 /σ20 = 1 in Eq. (8). A half-normal
plot (Wu and Hamada, 2000) of the absolute values of β̂i’s is shown in Fig. 8. We can
see that the maximum value of |β̂i| occurs for the coefficient of the linear-by-linear
interaction term of x1 and x6. Note that to identify the largest absolute value of the
coefficient, we do not need a half-normal plot; it is given here only for illustration.
Thus, take v1 = x1lx6l. Again estimate the coefficients using
β̂ = R̂U ′Ψ̂
−1
(y − V 1µ̂1),
where µ̂1 is obtained from Eq. (9) and V 1 is a 27 × 2 matrix whose first column
is 1 and the second column is the values of v1. Note that in this computation, the
matrices R̂, U , and Ψ̂ remain the same as before. At this step, we identify x1l as the
most significant among the remaining variables, because it has the largest |β̂i|. Thus,
take v2 = x1l and continue the forward selection procedure. In the next four steps,
the variables x6l, x1qx6l, x1q, and x2lx6q are selected. The CV PE(m) decrease as
shown in Fig. 9 (in the figure ordinary kriging is denoted by OK). The next variable
to enter is x6q, but it increases the CV PE(m). We checked a few more steps and
found that CV PE(m) is continued to increase and thus we choose m = 6. We obtain
CV PE(6) = .4243. It is also informative to calculate the usual R2 value used in









It is also plotted in Fig. 9. We can see that the six variables in the mean part explains
about 86% of the variation in the data. The kriging part captures the remaining 14%.
The correlation parameters θ can again be estimated by minimizing NL in Eq.
(11). The new θ̂ is obtained as




























































































Figure 9: Plots of CV PE(m) and R2(m) in Example 1
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We obtain CV PE(6) = .2702, which is much smaller than using the θ estimated at
the beginning. The CVPE shows about 53% improvement in prediction using blind
kriging over ordinary kriging (CV PE(0) = .5784).




It is clear from the mean model that x1 and x2 have interactions with x6. Because x6
(the deck face surface flatness) is a noise factor, robustness against it can be achieved
by adjusting the two control factors x1 and x2. This cannot be understood from
ordinary kriging predictor without performing additional sensitivity analysis (Chen,
Jin, and Sudjianto, 2005).
2.3.2 Example 2: Piston Slap Noise Experiment
Piston slap is an unwanted engine noise resulting from piston secondary motion. A
computer experiment was performed by varying 6 factors to minimize the noise. The
factors were set clearance between the piston and the cylinder liner (x1), location of
peak pressure (x2), skirt length (x3), skirt profile (x4), skirt ovality (x5), and pin offset
(x6). The experimental design and the data are given in Table 4. More details of the
experiment can be found in Hoffman, et al. (2003) and Li and Sudjianto (2005).
To apply the Bayesian variable selection, first we scale x1, x2, x3, and x6 to
[1.0, 3.0]. For ordinary kriging, we obtain θ̂ = (1.17, .01, .23, .01, .01, .71) and CV PE(0) =
1.4511. The CV PE(m) and R2(m) are plotted in Fig. 10 based on the variables iden-
tified by the Bayesian variable selection technique. We see that the three variables
x1l, x1lx6l, and x1qx6l give the minimum CV PE(3) = 1.2777. The corresponding
R2(3) = .79, which shows that the three variables alone explain about 79% of the
variability in the data. Estimating θ again, we obtain θ̂ = (.01, .01, .09, 1.32, .01, .46)′













































Figure 10: Plots of CV PE(m) and R2(m) in Example 2



















Figure 11: Density plot for the prediction errors in Example 2
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Table 4: Example 2, Data for the piston slap noise experiment
Run x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 y
1 71 16.8 21 2 1 0.98 56.75
2 15 15.6 21.8 1 2 1.3 57.65
3 29 14.4 25 2 1 1.14 53.97
4 85 14.4 21.8 2 3 0.66 58.77
5 29 12 21 3 2 0.82 56.34
6 57 12 23.4 1 3 0.98 56.85
7 85 13.2 24.2 3 2 1.3 56.68
8 71 18 25 1 2 0.82 58.45
9 43 18 22.6 3 3 1.14 55.5
10 15 16.8 24.2 2 3 0.5 52.77
11 43 13.2 22.6 1 1 0.5 57.36
12 57 15.6 23.4 3 1 0.66 59.64
using blind kriging over ordinary kriging. The blind kriging predictor is given by
ŷ(x) = 56.6 + 1.40x1l − 1.12x1lx6l + .93x1qx6l + ψ̂(x)′Ψ̂
−1
(y − V 3µ̂3).
We can see that in this example the CV PE increased after the first step but then
came down significantly after two more steps. This shows that we should not stop
the procedure immediately when we observe an increase in CV PE. The procedure
should be continued for a few more steps before choosing the value of m. Note that
the R2 plot is used only for interpretation and not for selecting the best m.
An additional 100 runs were performed for validating the results. The two densities
of the prediction errors for ordinary kriging and blind kriging are shown in Fig. 11. It
clearly shows that blind kriging gives a much better prediction. We can also calculate







For ordinary kriging RMSPE = 1.3626 and for blind kriging RMSPE = 1.0038,
which shows that the prediction error of blind kriging is smaller than that of ordinary
kriging by about 26%.
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There are several case studies reported in the literature where universal kriging is
applied instead of ordinary kriging. Qian, et al. (2006) used universal kriging with all
linear effects in the mean part of the model for the optimization in a material cellular
design problem; see Sacks, Schiller, and Welch (1989) for other examples. In this
example, we fitted a universal kriging model with linear effects for all of the factors.
The universal kriging predictor is given by
ŷ(x) = 55.3+1.02x1l− .15x2l− .96x3l + .01x4l− .45x5l− .31x6l + ψ̂(x)′Ψ̂
−1
(y−V µ̂),
with θ̂ = (0.14, 0.01, 0.17, 0.01, 0.01, 0.09). The RMSPE for the 100 validation runs
is obtained as 1.5109, which is higher than both ordinary and blind kriging. The
reason for this poor performance is that the mean part of the universal kriging model
contains some unimportant effects (R2 = 25.4%). This shows the danger of using a
universal kriging model without proper variable selection.
2.3.3 Example 3: Borehole Model
The following simple function for the flow rate through a borehole is used by many











where the ranges of interest for the eight variables are rw : (0.05, 0.15), r = (100, 50000),
Tu = (63070, 115600), Hu = (990, 1110), Tl = (63.1, 116), Hl = (700, 820), L =
(1120, 1680), and Kw = (9855, 12045). We re-scale the variables in [1.0, 3.0] and de-
note them as x1, x2, · · · , x8. For convenience, we use the same 27-run experimental
design in Table 3.
Using the Bayesian variable selection technique, we identified the linear effect of
x1 as the only important variable. The blind kriging predictor is given by
ŷ(x) = 93.4 + 60.1x1l + ψ̂(x)
′Ψ̂
−1
(y − V 1µ̂1),
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Figure 12: Density plot for the prediction errors in Example 3
with θ̂ = (.31, .01, .01, .09, .01, .08, .07, .02)′. We randomly generated 1,000 values
within the experimental region and the prediction errors are plotted in Fig. 12. It
shows remarkable improvement in prediction for blind kriging over ordinary kriging.
To check for the robustness against misspecification of correlation parameters, we
repeated the calculations by varying θ. Let θ1 = · · · = θ8 = θ. Fig. 13 shows
the plot of RMSPE values for different values of θ. We can see that the RMSPE
values of blind kriging are almost half of those of ordinary kriging and have much
less variation. This shows that blind kriging is more robust to misspecification in the
correlation parameters than is ordinary kriging. This is a great advantage, because
in practice it is difficult to obtain precise estimates of the correlation parameters.
We also tried universal kriging method for the borehole example. Two models are
fitted, one with all linear terms and the other with all linear and quadratic terms.
The RMSPE values for the 1,000 runs are given in Table 5. We can see that they
are much higher than that of ordinary kriging and blind kriging. Thus, including
unimportant variables in the mean part can actually deteriorate the performance.
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Figure 13: RMSPE values for different θ in Example 3
This clearly shows the importance of selecting variables carefully and the superiority
of blind kriging over universal kriging.
Table 5: Comparison of different methods in Example 3
Method m RMSPE
Ordinary Kriging 0 9.7
Blind Kriging 1 5.5
Universal Kriging (linear) 8 11.3
Universal Kriging (linear and quadratic) 16 18.0
2.4 Conclusions
It is a common practice in the literature to use a constant mean for the kriging model.
Although some recent studies point out the benefits of using more complex models for
the mean (Martin and Simpson, 2006; Qian, et al., 2006), none of them have proposed
a systematic methodology to obtain such models. In fact, the problem is much more
complicated than merely using a complex model for the mean. Unnecessary variables
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in the mean model can deteriorate the performance. Therefore only those variables
that have a significant effect on the response should be used for the mean model.
We showed that they can be identified using a Bayesian forward selection technique
proposed in Joseph (2006b) and Joseph and Delaney (2007).
The Bayesian forward selection technique is directly related to kriging, which
makes it attractive to use in blind kriging method. The most difficult step in this
Bayesian technique is the estimation of correlation parameters. However, the esti-
mates are readily available from ordinary kriging model and thus, the technique can
be applied with no additional difficulty. Another advantage of the technique is that
it incorporates the effect hierarchy and heredity principles through prior specification
and thus, produces interpretable models.
We also note that a naive strategy of identifying important variables using a vari-
able selection technique and then fitting the kriging part, in general will not work.
This is because the performance of blind kriging is quite sensitive to the number of
variables used in the mean part. Our approach computes the cross validation errors
at each step of the Bayesian forward selection technique and selects the model with
minimum error. It may happen that ordinary kriging itself is the optimal predictor,
which cannot be detected in the naive strategy that applies a variable selection tech-
nique without considering the kriging part. Thus, we believe that the use of cross
validation errors along with the Bayesian forward selection technique is critical for
obtaining a good blind kriging predictor.
Several examples presented in the chapter demonstrate that substantial improve-
ment in prediction can be achieved by using blind kriging. It is also shown that blind
kriging predictor is simpler to interpret and is more robust to the misspecification in
the correlation parameters than ordinary kriging predictor.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS USING




Nested factors are those factors which exist only within the level of another factor. A
factor within which other factors are nested is called a branching factor. For example,
suppose we want to experiment with two surface preparation methods in printed
circuit board (PCB) manufacturing: mechanical scrubbing and chemical treatment.
Here, the surface preparation method is the branching factor. Mechanical scrubbing
can be optimized by changing the pressure of the scrub and chemical treatment can
be optimized by changing the micro-etch rate. The pressure and micro-etch rate are
the nested factors. When designing an experiment, these two factors (pressure and
micro-etch rate) will be collapsed into a single factor (i.e., they will be assigned to the
same column in the design matrix). The physical meaning and levels of the nested
factor depends on the corresponding level of the branching factor. Because nested
factors can differ with respect to the level of branching factor, designing and analyzing
experiments with such factors are not trivial.
Taguchi (1987) has proposed an innovative idea to design experiments with branch-
ing and nested factors. He called nested factors as pseudo-factors and the resulting




































Figure 14: Illustration of branching-by-nested interaction. (a) when the effects are
unknown and (b) when the effects are known.
designs as pseudo-factor designs. Phadke (1989) called the same as branching de-
signs. The core idea was to carefully assign branching and nested factors to the
columns of orthogonal arrays using linear graphs in such a way that their interactions
are estimable. The interaction between branching and nested factors are important
because the nested factors differ with respect to the levels of branching factors and
thus their effects can change depending on the level of the branching factor. For
example, suppose we choose two levels for the pressure and micro-etch rate in the
PCB experiment. The quality of the PCB may increase with increase in pressure but
may decrease with increase in micro-etch rate. This is shown in Figure 14(a). We
can see strong interaction between the branching and nested factors. The interaction
effect could be reduced if we knew the effects of the nested factors before the experi-
ment. For example, if we interchange the two levels of pressure, then the interaction
is not significant (see Figure 14 (b)). In general, the effects of the factors are not
known before the experiment and therefore, we should design the experiments that
are capable of estimating the branching-by-nested interactions. Although Taguchi’s
approach using orthogonal arrays and linear graphs are very intuitive, they are not
general enough to apply to more complex situations such as the design of a computer
experiment.
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The designs we consider here are different from the so-called nested designs in the
literature (see, e.g., Hicks and Turner, 1999; Montgomery, 2001). In nested designs,
the factors are assumed to be similar (for example, different batches of material
nested within different suppliers). Therefore, the branching-by-nested interactions
can be safely assumed to be negligible, which is not the case in the present problem.
Moreover, nested designs are crossed designs and therefore, the complication arising
due to the aliasing of effects is not an issue. In contrast, the main focus here is to
efficiently design highly fractionated experiments in the space of branching, nested,
and other factors. Furthermore, in nested designs the nested factors are usually not
the effects of interests and are treated as random effects or block effects, whereas our
objective is to simultaneously identify the optimal settings of branching, nested, and
other factors.
Our work is motivated by a computer experiment that involves branching and
nested factors. The objective of the experiment is to optimize a turning process
for hardened bearing steel with a cBN cutting tool (see Figure 15). This process
is commonly referred to as hard turning and is of considerable interest to bearing
manufacturers as a potential replacement for the grinding process. Since the material
being machined is very hard (hardness in excess of 60 Rockwell C), the cutting tool is
subjected to large forces, stresses, and temperatures during the operation. In practice,
the cutting edge of the tool is shaped such that it can withstand the severe conditions.
Two commonly employed cutting edge shapes, hone and chamfer, are shown in Figure
16. Note that Figure 16 represent the idealized view of the instantaneous cutting
action in the cross section A-A indicated in Figure 15. These cutting edge shapes are
intended to strengthen the cutting edge to bear the large tool stresses generated in
cutting. The chamfer tool design can be changed using two factors: chamfer length
and chamfer angle, whereas the hone design is fixed. In other words, the two factors
length and angle are nested within the chamfer edge and there are no factors nested
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Figure 15: Schematic of turning process; A-A is a perpendicular section through
the tool.
within hone edge. In our terminology, the tool edge is a branching factor. Thus, when
the branching factor takes the level chamfer, there are two additional factors present
in the experiment; but when the branching factor takes the level hone, there are no
factors. There are a few other factors that are common to both of the tool edges
such as the cutting edge radius, tool nose radius, and rake angle. The machining
parameters such as cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut are also factors that do not
depend on the type of tool edges. To distinguish them from the branching and nested
factors, we call them as shared factors. All of the factors involved in this experiment
and their allowable ranges are shown in Table 1. The experiments can be performed
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Carbide Figure 16: Illustration of hone and chamfer tool edges.
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Table 6: Factors and their ranges in the hard turning experiment
Type of Factor Notation Factor Ranges
Branching factor z1 Cutting edge shape hone or chamfer
Nested factors v1|z1=chamfer Angle (degree) 17 ∼ 20
v2|z1=chamfer Length (µm) 115 ∼ 140
v1|z1=hone None None
v2|z1=hone None None
Shared factors x1 Cutting edge radius (µm) 5 ∼ 25
x2 Rake angle (degree) −15 ∼ −5
x3 Tool nose radius (mm) 0.4 ∼ 1.6
x4 Cutting speed (m/min) 120 ∼ 240
x5 Feed (mm/rev) 0.05 ∼ 0.15
x6 Depth of cut (mm) 0.1 ∼ 0.25
Latin hypercube designs (LHDs) are commonly used in computer experiments
(McKay, Beckman, and Conover, 1979). A desirable property of a LHD is its one-
dimensional balance, i.e., when we project a N -point design onto any factor, there will
be N different levels for that factor. Clearly this cannot be satisfied for branching and
nested factors. The branching factor is usually a qualitative factor and therefore the
number of levels of a branching factor is fixed (it does not depend on the number of
runs N). Moreover, the nested factors are different for different levels of the branching
factor. Therefore, we need a one-dimensional balance for the nested factors within
each level of the branching factor. As an example, consider an experiment with one
branching factor z1, one nested factor v1, and two shared factors x1 and x2. Suppose
that the branching factor has two levels and that we want to do the experiment in
eight runs. A possible design of experiment is shown in Table 2. We can see that the
shared factors have the one-dimensional balance, because they take eight different
levels in the experiment. The nested factor has a one-dimensional balance within
each level of the branching factor. Note that v1 represents two different factors, one
when z1 = 1 and the other when z1 = 2. Therefore, v1 = 1 in run 1 is not the same as
v1 = 1 in run 5. In the next section, we discuss some general strategies for designing
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Table 7: An Example of Branching Latin hypercube design
run z1 v1 x1 x2
1 1 1 4 1
2 1 2 3 8
3 1 3 8 5
4 1 4 2 3
5 2 1 7 2
6 2 2 1 6
7 2 3 6 7
8 2 4 5 4
such experiments using LHDs.
It is well known that not all LHDs are “good”. Most of the research in this area
has focused on finding “good” LHDs based on some optimal design criteria. See Iman
and Conover (1982), Tang (1993), Owen (1994), Morris and Mitchell (1995), Tang
(1998), Ye (1998), Ye, Li, and Sudjianto (2000), Jin, Chen, and Sudjianto (2005),
and Joseph and Hung (2008). We need to extend those optimal design criteria for
experiments with branching and nested factors. Take for example the case of maximin
LHD proposed by Morris and Mitchell (1995). Here the optimal design criterion is
to maximize the inter-site distance among the experimental points (runs). Now with
the branching and nested factors, the notion of “distance” does not exist for all
factors. Branching factors are qualitative and thus they can not be measured by
distances. Moreover, for nested factors, the notion of “distance” exists only if the
corresponding levels of the branching factor are the same. Another major aspect that
makes the design of experiment different from the usual designs is the importance
of the interaction between branching and nested factors. As noted before, these
interactions are usually not negligible. Therefore, if any of the main effects is highly
correlated with one of these interactions, then that main effect will be misspecified.
Thus, the optimal design criteria should be modified to capture the branching-by-
nested interaction effects.
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Table 8: Illustration of the naive strategy
run z1 v
z1
1 · · · vz1m1 x1 · · · xt
1 1
...




... LHD(n0, m1 + t)
2n0 2
The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
some general strategies for designing experiments with branching and nested factors
and introduce the concept of branching LHD. In Section 3, we discuss three different
criteria for finding an optimal branching LHD. The analysis of experiments with
branching and nested factors is discussed in Section 4. We illustrate the proposed
methods using the hard turning experiment in Section 5. Some concluding remarks
and future research directions are given in Section 6.
3.2 Branching Latin Hypercube Designs
In general, an LHD with N runs and p factors, denoted by LHD(N , p), can be
generated using a random permutation of {1, 2, · · · , N} for each factor. However, as
discussed before, this cannot be done if the experiment involves branching and nested
factors.
Consider a simple case where the branching factor z1 has only two levels and m1
factors are nested within each level of the branching factor. Thus, there are m1 nested
factors (vz11 , · · · , vz1m1), where each of the nested factor stands for two different factors
depending on the two levels of the branching factor. In addition, there are t more
shared quantitative factors. Now we discuss some strategies for constructing LHDs
with branching and nested factors.
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A naive strategy is to choose an LHD for the nested and shared factors and repeat
it under each level of the branching factor. That is, first we choose an LHD(n0, m1+t)
that can accommodate the nested and shared factors. This will then be repeated for
the two levels of the branching factor. The resulting design is shown in Table 8.
This is easy to construct. Moreover, we can easily choose optimal LHDs for the
nested and shared factors using the existing methods. In addition, because all of the
combinations of nested and shared factors are repeated at each level of the branching
factor, we can estimate the interactions involving branching factor. However, there
are two drawbacks. One is that if we project the design matrix onto one of those
shared factors (x1, · · · , xt), there are some replications. Hence, the design points are
not spread out as uniformly as they could be. The other drawback is that, the run
size of these designs can be quite large.
The foregoing problems with the naive strategy can be easily overcome by using
one LHD for all of the shared factors. As a result, the design points are spread out
more uniformly in the experimental region and the run size required is comparably
smaller. As an example, for m1 = 3 and t = 5, the run size of the naive approach
(2n0 in Table 8) should be at least 16 (because n0 ≥ 8). It can be reduced to 6
(2n1 ≥ 6) by the new design illustrated in Table 9. Following the terminology used
by Phadke (1989), we name a design with this structure a branching Latin hypercube
design (BLHD).
Now consider a more general case with q branching factors denoted by z =
(z1, · · · , zq). Assume that all of them are qualitative by nature. For each branch-
ing factor zu, there are ku levels and under each of these different levels, there are mu
nested factors. Note that in general, the number of factors nested under each level
of a branching factor can be different. For example, in the hard turning experiment
there are two factors nested under chamfer but none under hone. However, for nota-
tional simplicity, we assume the number of nested factors to be the same (for a given
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Table 9: Branching Latin hypercube design with one branching factor
run z1 v
z1









branching factor) and develop the construction of BLHD. Later we explain how it
can be extended to deal with unequal number of nested factors.
Denote the nested factors by vzu = (vzu1 , · · · , vzumu)
′, 1 ≤ u ≤ q. Again note that,
each nested factor corresponds to different factors depending on the branching factor
and its level. That is why we use a superscript to denote the branching factor level. In
addition to the branching and nested factors, there are t shared quantitative factors
x = (x1, · · · , xt)′. Let v = ((vz1)′, · · · , (vzq)′)′, and w = (x′, z′,v′)′ represents all of
the p factors involved in the experiment, where p = t+q+
∑q
u=1mu. A N -run BLHD
can then be represented by W = (w1, · · · ,wN)′. In general, it consists of three
parts. The first part is a design for branching factors. Because branching factors are
qualitative factors, we can choose an orthogonal array of appropriate size depending
on the number of levels of each branching factor. The second part consists of LHDs
for the nested factors. Choose LHD(nu, mu) for the mu nested factors under the
branching factor zu, u = 1, 2, · · · , q. The third part is a LHD(N , t) for all of the
shared factors x. If there are ku levels for branching factor zu, where 1 ≤ u ≤ q, it
is clear that N = k1n1 = k2n2 = · · · = kqnq. Thus, we have one orthogonal array
for the branching factors, q LHDs for the nested factors, and one LHD for the shared
factors. These designs can be assembled to obtain a BLHD.
As an example, consider the case with two branching factors (z1 and z2) each at
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Table 10: Branching Latin hypercube design with two branching factors
run z1 v
z1
1 · · · vz1m1 z2 v
z2
1 · · · vz2m2 x1 · · · xt
1 1 LHD(n1, m1) 1 LHD(n2, m2) first half
... 1 2 LHD(n2, m2) first half LHD(N , t)
... 2 LHD(n1, m1) 1 LHD(n2, m2) second half
N 2 2 LHD(n2, m2) second half
two levels. There are m1 nested factors under z1 and m2 nested factors under z2.
Furthermore, there are t shared factors. Table 10 illustrates a N -run BLHD for this
example. The first part is a 4-run orthogonal array for those two branching factors.
For the second part, we choose LHD(n1, m1) for the nested factors under z1. Similarly,
LHD(n2, m2) is chosen for the nested factors under z2. This LHD is divided into two
halves and distributed among the two levels of z2 as shown in the Table. The third
part consists of a LHD(N , t) for the t shared factors.
As in the case with LHDs, not all BLHDs are good. We need to use some optimal
design criteria to choose the best BLHD. This is discussed in the next section.
3.3 Optimal Branching Latin Hypercube Designs
As discussed in the introduction, there are several approaches for finding a good
LHD. We may think it is enough to use one of those approaches to generate q + 1
optimal LHDs for the nested and shared factors and assemble them to obtain the
BLHD. However, such an assembly of optimal LHDs may not lead to an optimal
BLHD. Moreover, we need to make sure that in a BLHD, the correlation between the
branching-by-nested interaction and any other main effect is small. In this section,
we propose three optimal design criteria for finding good BLHDs.
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3.3.1 Maximin BLHD
Morris and Mitchell (1995) proposed to find LHDs that maximize the minimum inter-
site distance. Let g and h be two design points (or sites or runs). Consider the
distance measure d(g,h) = {
∑p
j=1 |gj−hj|ς}1/ς , in which ς = 1 and ς = 2 correspond
to the rectangular and Euclidean distance, respectively. For simplicity, rectangular
distance (ς = 1) is considered for the rest of the chapter. For a given LHD, define
a distance list (D1, D2, · · · , DM) in which the elements are the distinct values of
inter-site distances, sorted from the smallest to the largest. Let Ji be the number
of pairs of design points in the design separated by Di. Then a design is called a
maximin design if it sequentially maximizes Di’s and minimizes Ji’s in the following
order: D1, J1, D2, J2, · · · , DM , JM . A scalar-valued function which can be used to
rank competing designs in such a way that the maximin design receives the highest













where λ is a positive integer.
Extension of the maximin criterion to BLHDs is not straightforward. Different
from LHDs where all factors can be measured by distances, BLHDs have branching
factors which have no notion of distance and nested factors where definition of distance
depend on the corresponding branching factors. Because of different roles of factors,
instead of calculating all the pairwise distances over all factors, we need to consider
branching and nested factors separately from those of shared factors. First note that
for BLHDs, not all factors are divided into same number of levels as that in LHDs:
there are ku levels for branching factor zu, nu levels for nested factors v
zu , and N
levels for x. Therefore, before calculating the distances, the design matrix should be
scaled to (−1, 1).
Start with a simple case where q = 1 and m1 = 1. Thus, there are t+ 2 factors in
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the experiment. Assume that the last two factors are branching factor z1 and nested
factor vz11 , respectively. We need to define two types of inter-site distances. The first
type of distance focuses on all of the shared factors. It is the distance projection
onto the t-dimensional space (x), which can be defined by dx(g,h) =
∑t
j=1 |gj − hj|,
where g = (g1, · · · gt+2) and h = (h1, · · · , ht+2) are (t+ 2)-dimensional design points.
There are a total of (N2 ) distances. The second type of distance takes into account
of the branching and nested factors by considering distances within each level of
branching factors. The objective here is to spread out the design points for each
level of branching factors. To do so, for each level z1,i of the branching factor, where
1 ≤ i ≤ k1, distances are calculated based on x and vz11 . Define the second type of
distance by dB(g,h) =
∑t
l=1 |gl−hl|+ |gt+2−ht+2|. One can easily obtain dB(g,h) =
dv1(g,h) + dx(g,h), where dv1(g,h) = |gt+2 − ht+2|. The second type of inter-site
distances are calculated only for those within the same level of the branching factor






Note that, the first type of distance measure consists of t dimensions, while the sec-
ond consists of t+1 dimensions. After standardizing with respect to their dimensions,
the maximin distance criterion can be extended to BLHDs by defining a distance list





k1 standardized inter-site distances. Furthermore, as in (1),
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have the same level of branching factor and
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To illustrate this idea, consider the simple example in Table 7. Assume that the
branching factor z1 is qualitative. The optimal design found by the modified maximin


















































Figure 17: Maximin BLHD. “X” stands for z1 = 1 and solid points stands for z1 = 2.
z1 and v1 remain the same as in Table 7. This maximin BLHD is plotted in Figure 17,
where “X” represent those design points with z1 = 1 and solid points stands for those
with z1 = 2. The first part in (2) tries to maximize the inter-site distances in the space
of x1 and x2 (Figure 17(a)), in which the “X” and solid points are not distinguished.
Whereas the second part in (2) tries to maximize the inter-site distances in the space
of x1, x2, and v1 (Figures 17(b) and (c)). Moreover, because these distances are
calculated only within the same level of the branching factor, the inter-site distances
among the “X” points and among the solid points are maximized.
If we were to use only the first part in (2) as the criterion, then the optimal
design would be space-filling only over the shared factors. The design points can be
quite structured with respect to the branching and nested factors. This can be seen
in Figure 18. It is clear that although the design points are evenly spread out in
the (x1, x2) space ( Figure 18(a)), experiments for z1 = 1 concentrate on lower level
of x1 and experiments for z1 = 2 concentrate on higher level of x1. Furthermore,
the nested factor v1 is highly correlated with x1. This clearly shows the importance
of the new criterion in (2). We should also point out that the two designs for the
shared factors (Figure 17(a) and Figure 18(a)) are isomorphic. However, these two


















































Figure 18: Maximin for shared factors
new criterion could clearly identify that Figure 17(a) gives a better design than Figure
18(a).
Now consider the general case with q branching factors z and the corresponding
nested factors v. Assume that for each branching factor zu, there are ku levels denoted
by zu,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ ku. Let g and h are design points with p dimensions. Let δu =
(t +
∑u
l=1(ml−1 + 1) + 1), such that the δuth factor is the uth branching factor, and
the [δu + 1]th to [δu + mu]th factors are the corresponding nested factors. As an






















j=1 |gj−hj| and the distance measure for the u-th branching factor
is denoted by dvu(g,h) =
∑δu+mu
l=δu+1
|gl−hl|. This criterion is general and includes some
interesting special cases.
Case 1: If q = 0, and mu = 0 for all u, then this would lead to the standard
LHD(N, t). Up to a constant, the maximin criterion (3) would be the same as (1)
proposed by Morris and Mitchell (1995).
Case 2: If there is no nested factor corresponding to the branching factors, that
is mu = 0, for all u, one can think about this as an experiment with q qualitative
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factors z and t quantitative factors x. As a special case of (3), the maximin criterion




















Case 3: Another special case is that when t = 0. In this situation, experiments consist
branching factors and nested factors but no shared factors. Because dx(g,h) = 0, for














3.3.2 Minimum Correlation BLHD
Apart from space-filling, another important issue regarding experimental designs is
how to construct them such that the significant factors can be correctly identified.
For LHDs, it can be achieved by minimizing the pairwise correlation among factors
(Iman and Conover, 1982; Owen, 1994; Tang, 1998). Owen (1994) proposed a per-
formance measure ρ2 for evaluating the goodness of an LHD with respect to pairwise










where ρij is the linear correlation between columns i and j.
Different from LHDs, orthogonality among main effects is not enough in BLHDs.
In BLHDs, it is equally important to consider the branching-by-nested interactions.
Therefore, we propose a modified correlation criterion, which minimizes the correla-
tions among the main effects of all factors as well as those between main effect of a
shared factor and a branching-by-nested interaction effect. To do so, we first enlarge
the BLHDs by including two-factor interactions which represent the branching-by-


















































Figure 19: Minimum correlation BLHD
where mu is the number of nested factors. Therefore, the total number of branching-
by-nested interactions would be s, where s =
∑q
u=1mu. Thus, the new criterion for














(p(p− 1)/2) + st
, (6)
where ρ2ij is the linear correlation between columns i and j in the design and ρ̃
2
ij is
the linear correlation between xi and jth branching-by-nested interaction.
Consider the same example used in Table 7. The optimal design that minimizes
ρ2 in (6) is x1 = (2, 8, 5, 3, 4, 7, 1, 6), x2 = (2, 8, 5, 3, 6, 1, 7, 4), and z1 and v1 remain
the same as in Table 7. The design is plotted in Figure 19.
3.3.3 Orthogonal-Maximin BLHD
Maximizing minimum inter-site distances does not ensure minimizing pairwise corre-
lations and vice-versa. Therefore, Joseph and Hung (2008) proposed a multi-objective
criterion for LHD that combines the maximin distance and the minimum correlation
criteria. This criterion becomes even more important in the case of BLHDs, be-
cause it is important to ensure small correlations between the shared factors and the
branching-by-nested interactions besides enuring good space-filling properties. To ex-
tend the result in Joseph and Hung (2008) to BLHD, we should scale φλ and ρ
2 to the
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same range so that some meaningful weights can be assigned in the multi-objective
function. The following result gives the lower and upper bounds for φλ, which can
be used for scaling it to [0, 1]. Here we only consider the case of a single branching
factor. The result can be extended to include more than one branching factor, but
the expressions become more complicated.
Proposition 2. If there is only one branching factor, then














































Thus, the multi-objective criterion is to minimize
ψλ = wρ
2 + (1− w) φλ − φλ,L
φλ,U − φλ,L
. (7)
We usually take w = .5 and call the design that minimizes this criterion as orthogonal-
maximin BLHD.
The design matrix in Table 7 is an orthogonal-maximin BLHD. It is plotted in
Figure 20. Comparisons of the optimal designs found by the forgoing three criteria
are provided in Table 11. It can be seen that the correlation between the shared factor
and the branching-by-nested interaction (denoted by INT) is 0 in the case of minimum
correlation design. However, the points are much closer compared to the maximin
BLHD. The orthogonal-maximin BLHD provides a good compromise between them.
Because of the combinatorial nature of the optimization problem, finding the


















































Figure 20: Orthogonal-maximin BLHD
Table 11: Comparison of different BLHDs
Maximin Distance Minimum Correlation Orthogonal-Maximin









ρ2 0.0287415 0.000283 0.01445
(cor(x1, INT), cor(x2, INT)) (0.195,0) (0,0) (-0.098,0)
simulated annealing (Morris and Mitchell 1995), columnwise-pairwise algorithm (Ye,
Li, and Sudjianto 2000), enhanced stochastic evolutionary algorithm (Jin, Chen, and
Sudjianto 2005), and the modified simulated annealing (Joseph and Hung 2008) are
proposed in the literature for finding the optimal LHD. These methods can be easily
adapted for finding the optimal BLHD as well. A C++ code based on Joseph and
Hung’s algorithm is available from the authors upon request.
3.4 Kriging with Branching and Nested Factors
In this section we explain how branching and nested factors can be incorporated in
kriging. Although similar extensions can be made on other methods such as lin-
ear regression, we focus here on kriging because of its popularity in the analysis of
computer experiments (Sacks et al. 1989). The ordinary kriging model is given by
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Y (w) = µ + Z(w), where Z(w) is a weak stationary stochastic process with mean
0 and covariance function σ2ψ and w ∈ Rp. The correlation function is defined as
cor{Y (w1), Y (w2)} = ψ(w1,w2). Usually, a product correlation structure is assumed
for the correlation function. Consider the example in Table 7. The correlation func-
tion between two points w1 = (x11, x12, z11, v
z11
11 ) and w2 = (x21, x22, z21, v
z21
21 ) can be
described as a product of correlation functions of each factor (ψi). In the usual cases,
a common correlation function is chosen for each factor. However, this cannot be
done in the present problem because of the different types of factors.
For the shared factors, a Gaussian correlation function may be used (Santner et
al. 2003):
ψi(x1i, x2i) = exp{−αi(x1i − x2i)2},
whereas for a branching factor, an isotropic correlation function may be used (Joseph
and Delaney 2007):





Here αi and θ1 are correlation parameters and IA is an indicator function which takes
value 1 when A is true and 0 otherwise.
A new correlation function needs to be developed for nested factors. Assume
that they are quantitative factors. We cannot use the Gaussian correlation function
here because a nested factor represents different factors depending on the level of the
branching factor. Therefore, it is not reasonable to use one correlation parameter
for a given nested factor. Instead, they should be different depending on the level of
branching factor. For the example in Table 7, the correlation function for vz11 can be
defined as following. If two points have the same level in the branching factor, for
example z11 = z21 = “1”, then the correlation function will be exp{−γ1(vz1111 −vz2121 )2}.
Similarly, if z11 = z21=“2”, the correlation function will be exp{−γ2(vz1111 − vz2121 )2}. If
the two points do not have the same level in the branching factor (i.e., z11 6= z21),
then correlation should be determined by the branching factor not the nested factor.
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Hence, in this case, the correlation function for nested factor will be equal to 1.












11 − vz2121 )2I[z11=z21=j]
}
. (8)
We can easily extend this to a more general situation. Let there are q branch-
ing factors z1, · · · , zq. For each branching factor zu, there are mu nested factors.
Assume x1 = (x11, · · ·x1t)′, z1 = (z11, · · · , z1q)′, vzu1 = (vzu11 , · · · , vzu1 mu)
′, and v1 =
((vz11 )
′, · · · , (vzq1 )′). Similarly, x2 = (x21, · · ·x2t)′, z2 = (z21, · · · , z2q)′, vzu2 = (vzu21 , · · · , vzu2mu)
′,
and v2 = ((v
z1
2 )
′, · · · , (vzq2 )′). Given any two design points w1 = (x1, z1,v1) and
w2 = (x2, z2,v2), the correlation function can be written as

















where ψi(x1,x2) = exp{−αi(x1i − x2i)2} is the correlation function for the shared























is the correlation function for the nested factors. Note that zu,j, 1 ≤ j ≤ ku are the
ku levels for each branching factor zu. Thus, we obtain






















Denote the correlation parameters by Θ = (α′, θ′, γ′), where α = (α1, · · · , αt)′, θ =
(θ1, · · · , θq)′, and γ = (γ111, · · · γqmqkq)′. We can estimate these parameters from data
and obtain the ordinary kriging predictor. This will be explained with an example in
the next section.
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3.5 Hard Turning Experiment
The objective of our experiment is to optimize a hard turning process with respect to
cutting forces. Hard turning is a metal cutting process that produces machined parts
out of hard materials with good dimensional accuracy, surface finish, and surface
integrity. Minimizing cutting forces will help reduce the power requirements, elastic
distortion of the workpiece, and tool wear; thus reducing the manufacturing cost and
improving the quality of the machined part.
Nine factors are selected for experimentation, which include one branching factor,
two nested factors, and six shared factors. The factors and their ranges are shown
in Table 6. A 30-run orthogonal-maximin BLHD is generated by using the modified
simulated annealing algorithm proposed by Joseph and Hung (2008). The optimal
design matrix is given in Table 12. The branching factor (cutting edge shape, z1), is
labeled “1” and “2” to stand for chamfer and hone, respectively. Two nested factors
(v1 and v2) are nested within the cutting edge shape. Recall that, if the cutting
edge is chamfer, v1 stands for chamfer angle and v2 stands for chamfer land length,
otherwise there is no factor.
The experiments are performed using a highly sophisticated finite element based
machining simulation software AdvantEdge. This software models the underlying
physics of metal cutting as a thermo-mechanical plastic deformation process and cap-
tures various material and geometric nonlinearities of the process. The theoretical
basis of the simulation model can be found in Marusich and Ortiz (1995). The simu-
lations are computationally intensive and require hours of running time for producing
a single output (about 12 to 24 hours). The simulation outputs are deterministic and
incorporate all the factors in Table 6. Various responses are produced by the soft-
ware such as temperature, residual stresses, and forces. A finite element mesh and
temperature distribution is shown in Figure 21. In this article, we chose to analyze
only the resultant cutting force (y). The data are given in Table 12.
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Figure 21: Finite element mesh and temperature distribution
This is an example where the number of nested factors are not the same for
different levels of the branching factor. For simplicity of notations, we had assumed
them to be the same in Section 3. Therefore, we should explain, how the criteria
can be modified to deal with unequal number of nested factors. This is easy to do.
Consider first the maximin criterion φλ. In (3), use m1 = 2 for the first 15 runs and
use m1 = 0 for the last 15 runs. Now consider ρ
2 in (6). The pairwise correlations
involving a nested factor should be calculated using the first 15 runs. Moreover,
because there are no factors when branching factor level is “2”, we do not need to
consider the branching-by-nested interaction.
Since the cutting forces are positive, we first apply a log transformation before
fitting the ordinary kriging model. We also normalize all of the factor settings in
Table 12 into [−1, 1]. The 30 design points after normalization are denoted by





′, zj1 = −1
represents the chamfer edge and zj1 = 1 represents the hone edge. The parameters
in the kriging model can be estimated as (Santner, William, and Notz, 2003)
Θ̂ = argmin
Θ





(y − µ̂1)′Ψ−1(y − µ̂1),
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Table 12: Orthogonal-maximin BLHD and data for the hard turning experiment
Run z1 v1 v2 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 y
1 1 1 6 15 23 7 9 18 10 162.1
2 1 2 11 25 3 25 14 25 19 284.9
3 1 3 3 4 20 18 18 5 26 160.3
4 1 4 14 9 6 6 27 7 17 121.1
5 1 5 8 16 8 21 2 2 1 104.6
6 1 6 1 17 10 5 25 19 25 241.9
7 1 7 12 29 26 15 5 14 12 195.4
8 1 8 5 26 16 30 22 15 6 159.5
9 1 9 15 7 13 26 7 11 27 241.6
10 1 10 10 1 29 20 23 6 5 88.33
11 1 11 2 20 21 27 10 20 29 320.4
12 1 12 7 8 11 14 4 29 21 218.8
13 1 13 13 22 9 1 24 27 9 193.5
14 1 14 4 10 2 24 28 13 13 198.6
15 1 15 9 28 25 13 17 3 28 155.1
16 2 19 5 9 1 8 20 164.4
17 2 14 28 17 6 21 24 323.6
18 2 6 17 4 16 12 4 109.1
19 2 11 1 12 15 4 8 115.4
20 2 27 22 8 30 24 16 254.8
21 2 21 14 23 19 10 22 217.0
22 2 23 18 22 12 28 3 243.7
23 2 3 27 3 3 26 14 131.5
24 2 13 15 19 29 16 30 258.7
25 2 24 12 2 11 1 18 109.3
26 2 18 24 28 8 17 2 174.8
27 2 12 30 11 26 9 11 157.0
28 2 2 4 16 13 30 15 133.1
29 2 30 7 10 20 23 7 210.1
30 2 5 19 29 21 22 23 273.3
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where 1 is a vector of 1’s having length 30, y = (y1, · · · , y30)′, and Ψ is a 30 × 30





i=1 α̂i(xni − xji)2 − θ̂1I[zn1 6=zj1]
−γ̂111(vzn1n1 − v
zj1








α̂ = (0.09, 0.01, 0.03, 0.01, 0.94, 1.08)′, θ̂ = θ̂1 = 0.13, γ̂ = (γ̂111, γ̂121)
′ = (0.14, 0.01)′, µ̂ = 5.1.
Note that we do not need to estimate γ112 and γ122 in this example, because there is
no factor nested within hone edge. Thus, ordinary kriging predictor is given by (see,
e.g., Joseph 2006)
ŷ(w) = 5.1 + ψ̂(w)′Ψ̂
−1
(y − 5.11), (12)


















Based on equation (5) in Chapter two, the blind kriging predictor can be written as
ŷ(w) = 5.1 + 0.2x5l + 0.2x6l − 0.12x1lx6l + ψ̂(w)′Ψ̂
−1
(y −V3µ̂m), (13)
where α̂ = (0.73, 0.01, 0.62, 0.01, 0.12, 1.25)′, θ̂ = θ̂1 = 0.01, γ̂ = (γ̂111, γ̂121)
′ =
(0.01, 0.04)′.
To understand the effects of the factors, we apply the sensitivity analysis technique
on the ordinary kriging predictor (see Welch et al. 1992). The main effects plot is
shown in Figure 22 (a). We can see that the cutting edge radius (x1), feed (x5),
depth of cut (x6), and chamfer angle (v1) have significant effects on the cutting force.
We also found a significant interaction between cutting edge radius and depth of cut
(Figure 22 (b)). The depth of cut has a positive effect on the cutting forces, but
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this effect is more significant when the cutting edge radius is smaller. This can be
explained physically as follows. For a small cutting edge radius, an increase in depth
of cut produces an increase in material deformation through shear and consequently
its effect on the force is more significant. For larger cutting edge radius values, the
contribution of ploughing of material around the cutting edge to the cutting force is
more pronounced and consequently an increase in depth of cut does not produce as
significant a change in the cutting force.
The optimal setting of the factors can be found by minimizing the ordinary krig-
ing predictor in (12). We obtain (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, z1, v1, v2) = (−1.00,−0.76, 0.69,
0.70, −0.66, −0.70, −1, 0.05, 0.16), which is very close to the optimal setting found by
minimizing the blind kriging predictor in (13). In their original scales, the optimal set-
ting for the shared factors is (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) = (5,−13.80, 1.41, 222, 0.067, 0.123)
and the optimal cutting edge geometry is chamfer with angle 18.74 degree and length
128.13 microns. The resultant cutting force predicted under this setting is 81 N, which
is much smaller than the observed forces in the experiment. We also performed a new
experiment at the optimal setting and obtained the resultant force as 79 N. This
confirms the validity of the optimal setting obtained from our model.
3.6 Conclusions
Design and analysis of experiments with branching and nested factors have surpris-
ingly received scant attention in the literature. One possible reason for this could be
that the experiments can be performed in two stages, i.e., in the first stage perform
an experiment with the branching factors and shared factors. Because there are no
nested factors, this experiment can be designed using the existing methods. Now
the investigator can analyze the data and find out the best level of the branching
factor. Then, a second stage of the experiments can be performed using only the
nested factors under the optimum level of the branching factor. The design for this
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Figure 22: (a) Main effects plot and (b) interaction between x1 and x6.
experiment can also be easily obtained using the existing methods. Although this
two-stage approach is quite intuitive, the final results may not be optimal. This is
because, a different level of the branching factor may be the true optimum, but could
not be identified in the first stage of the experiment because the nested factors under
that branching level was not set at their optimal levels. This problem can be avoided
using branching designs. It allows us to find the optimal settings of the branching
factors, nested factors, and shared factors simultaneously.
Taguchi (1987) and Phadke (1989) have reported several case studies on exper-
iments using branching designs, but their approach is not general enough to apply
to more complex experiments such as a computer experiment. The optimality prop-
erties of their approach using orthogonal arrays are also not known. In this work,
we have proposed branching Latin hypercube designs that is suitable for a computer
experiment when it involves branching and nested factors. The optimal choice of such
designs are also discussed. The approach was successfully applied to the optimization
of a machining process.
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Although the primary focus was on Latin hypercube designs, some issues regard-
ing the use of orthogonal arrays and its applications in physical experiments are




BINARY TIME SERIES MODELING WITH




This research is motivated by the statistical analysis of time series data from biome-
chanical experiments that study protein, DNA, and RNA at the level of single molecules
(Mehta et al., 1999). Single molecule mechanics experiments employ ultrasensitive
force techniques to characterize mechanically a single pair of molecules that physically
links the force sensor to a sample surface. Figure 1 illustrates a simple experiment -
the micropipette adhesion frequency assay (Chesla et al., 1998). Here, a human red
blood cell (Figure 23, A-C, left) pressurized by micropipette suction is used as a force
transducer to test interactions between molecules presented on the red cell membrane
and the counter molecules on the surface of another cell (Figure 23, A-C, right, only
partly shown). The two cells are put together for a pre-determined duration (Figure
23B), then retracted away. The simplest measurement is whether a controlled contact
results in adhesion. If adhesion is resulted, retraction will stretch the red cell (Figure
23C). If no adhesion is resulted, the red cell will not be stretched (Figure 23A). When
adhesion does occur, additional quantities can be measured using the force transducer
(Figure 23D).
To ensure adhesion to be mediated by a single molecular bond, the experimental
1The paper based on this chapter will appear in Journal of American Statistical Association.
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Figure 23: Photomicrographs (A-C) and schematics of micropipette adhesion fre-
quency assay
condition is designed such that adhesion is infrequent (Zhu et al., 2002). As such,
in any particular test both positive (i.e., adhesion, scored 1) as well as negative
(i.e., no adhesion, scored 0) outcomes are possible and random. Due to the inherent
stochastic nature of single molecular interactions, such analysis would require a large
number of measurements to obtain their statistical properties. For example, the
probability of adhesion can be estimated from the frequency of occurrence of adhesion
in a large number of contacts (Chesla et al., 1998). The probability distribution
of single bond lifetimes can be estimated from the histogram of a large number of
lifetime measurements (Marshall et al., 2003). Experimentally, these are obtained by
sequentially repeating the measurements many times.
A crucial assumption that allows measurements from repeated tests to be used for
probability calculation is that all measurements are identical yet independent from
each other, in other words, the test sequence consists of independent and identically
distributed random variables. However, this may or may not be valid depending
on the particular biological system in question. Recently, Zarnitsyna et al. (2007)
demonstrated that this assumption is not valid in some biological systems. Specifi-
cally, it is shown that the occurrence of adhesion in the immediate past test can either
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increase or decrease the likelihood for the next test to result in an adhesion. A sim-
ple analysis has been developed to determine whether the independent assumption is
valid, and if not, to measure the amount of change in the probability of adhesion in
the next test due to the occurrence of adhesion in the immediate past test (Zarnitsyna
et al., 2007).
In this article, we extend the simply analysis to a more sophisticated binary time
series model. Numerous methods for binary time series analysis are available in the
literature (Zeger and Qaqish, 1988; Li, 1994; Slud and Kedem, 1994; Benjamin et
al., 2003). Most of these methods are developed for a single series of observations.
Extensions to multiple binary time series modeling and related inferences have not
been systematically studied. Both Li (1994) and Kedem and Fokianos (2002, p. 84)
pointed out the importance of extensions to cases where a series is collected for each
individual. This is different from classical time series analysis in that the binary
time series are observed on different replicates of the experimental units. Correlation
among the repeated observations may arise not only from memory effects but also
from shared unobserved variables. Therefore, more general models are required to
incorporate the correlations among repeated observations. Another important issue
is model diagnostic. In distinction to Pearson’s χ2 test which works under the inde-
pendence assumption, new test statistics and their theoretical properties need to be
developed.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Some preliminary analysis
results for an adhesion frequency experiment are presented in Section 2. In Section
3, a class of multiple binary time series models is proposed. A goodness-of-fit test
for model assumptions and their asymptotic properties are derived in Section 4 and
its finite-sample performance is examined via a simulation study. In Section 5, the
proposed model and inferences are applied to the same experiment and the results
are compared with those in Section 2. Summary and concluding remarks are given
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in Section 6.
4.2 Preliminary Analysis of an Adhesion Frequency Exper-
iment
In the micropipette adhesion frequency assay, adhesion between the two cells are
staged by placing them onto controlled contact with given contact time and area via
a computer-driven micromanipulation to ensure each contact was as close to identical
to any other contacts as possible (Figure 23). Average number of bonds (ANB) is a
transformation of the contact time. It can be calculated based on a chemical equation







a [1− exp(−k0rCT )], (1)






a , and k
0
r are biological
constants representing the densities of the interacting molecules and their binding
kinetic rates. For each average number of bonds, several replicates of cell pairs are
tested in the experiment. For each pair of cells, adhesion test cycle (i.e. contact
and retraction) was repeated 50 times. Test scores (denoted by y) are recorded in
binary form (i.e., y = 0 or 1), which results in multiple binary time series of the type
exemplified in Table 13.
Under independent Bernoulli trial assumption (Chesla et al., 1998), the average




number of test cycles
. (2)
Figure 24 shows an example of the relationship between adhesion probability and
average number of bonds (Zhang and Zhu, unpublished data). In this micropipette
experiment, the adhesion test was conducted with seven different average number of
bonds (0.085, 0.17, 0.255, 0.34, 0.51, 0.68, and 1.36). For the first two average number
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Table 13: Example of adhesion frequency experiment data
Average Number of Bonds (ANB) 50 Repeated Adhesion Tests
0.085 01010011011101010000 · · ·
0.085 00010000100010100110 · · ·
0.085 10000100100010000101 · · ·
...
...
0.170 10110000110001111101 · · ·
0.170 10001000000000000011 · · ·
0.170 00010000100101110011 · · ·
...
...
of bonds (0.085 and 0.17), each has six pairs of replicates; for the remaining, there
are five pairs each. Each point in Figure 24 represents the PANB value for one pair of
cells, and is calculated from equation (1). The solid line represents the average over
all the replicates under the same average number of bonds.



































Figure 24: Adhesion probability (PANB) varies with the average number of bonds
(ANB)
To understand the relationship between PANB and ANB, the existing method
(Chesla et al., 1998) is based on the assumption that the binary time series data
(e.g., Table 13) form Bernoulli sequences. However, for each pair of cells, the adhesion
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test cycles are observed repeatedly. The independence assumption may not hold as
recently demonstrated (Zarnitsyna et al., 2007). Therefore, it is necessary to check the
adequacy of the distributional assumption before applying the method. One graphical
technique to assess this assumption is the probability plot. If the data are collected
from independent Bernoulli trials, the number of trials (i.e., tests) needed to get one
success (i.e. 1) will follow a geometric distribution with probability p, where p =
Prob(y = 1). Figure 25 includes four different average number of bonds (0.085, 0.17,
0.255, 0.34). For each average number of bonds, the numbers of tests needed to get one
success are calculated over all replicates. Then, its empirical cumulative distribution
are plotted against the geometric distribution, where the parameter p is estimated by
(2) at each average number of bonds. In the top two panels, significant deviations
from the straight line indicate violation of the independent Bernoulli assumption, and
the departure increases as the average number of bonds decreases. Similar conclusions
were first observed by using a different analysis in Zarnitsyna et al. (2007) which also
motivated our present work.




























































































Figure 25: Probability plot
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To gain further insight on the violation of the independent Bernoulli assumption,
additional graphical plots are used here to better understand the dependence among
repeated binary observations. The idea is to compare the conditional adhesion prob-
ability given the previous test results. Define P(1|1) to be the conditional adhesion
probability given adhesion in the previous test, and P(1|0) the conditional probabil-
ity given no adhesion in the previous test. If the test results are independent, P(1|1)
should be equal to P(1|0) and both can be estimated by PANB in (2). In Figure 26,
for each average number of bonds, the green points represent the conditional proba-
bility P(1|1) calculated for each replicate. The green line stands for P(1|1) calculated
over all replicates under the same average number of bonds. Similarly, the red points
and red line are those for the conditional probability P(1|0). For comparison, the
black lines shows the adhesion probability PANB calculated by (2) at each average
number of bonds. As the green line and points are much higher than the red ones,
the adhesion probability is higher if adhesion occurs in the previous test. This lends
strong evidence for memory effect on repeated tests. A more in-depth biological dis-
cussion can be found in Zarnitsyna et al. (2007), where the memory effect was first
observed by using a different analysis. From Figure 26, one can visually infer about
the existence of serial correlation and interactions. The heterogeneity among subjects
is also transparent from Figure 26. To describe and quantify significant effects on the
adhesion probability, one should consider the use of a new binary time series model
which incorporates the various effects suggested by the plots.
4.3 Modeling and Estimation
4.3.1 Modeling
In this section, a new binary time series model will be proposed. First, we need to
review some existing models.
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Figure 26: Memory effects in micropipette experiments
4.3.1.1 Random effects models
Random effects models are most useful in longitudinal data analysis when correlation
arises from some unobservable variables shared among repeated observations. Con-
sider a binary realization {yij} taking values 0 or 1 for subject i at jth observation.
For given subject-specific coefficients βi, assuming the repeated observations for each
individual are independent, the random effects model takes the form
log
Pr(yij = 1 | βi)
1− Pr(yij = 1 | βi)
= β0 + βi + x
′
ijα, (3)
where the vector xij denotes the covariates associated with the fixed effects α, and
the random effects βi’s are mutually independent with a common underlying multi-
variate distribution. This model is used to represent the natural heterogeneity across
individuals in the regression coefficient. More discussion about this model can be
found in Diggle et al. (2002).
4.3.1.2 Binary time series models
Non-Gaussian time series modeling techniques has been extensively discussed in the
literature. Benjamin et al. (2003) proposed a generalized autoregressive moving
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average (GARMA) model. Applying this GARMA model with logistic link, a binary










where xt are covariates at time t, µt = E(yt | Ht) is the conditional mean given
the previous information Ht = {xt, · · · , x1, yt−1, · · · , y1, µt−1, · · · , µ1}. A and M
are functions representing the autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) terms
with corresponding order R and Q. These two functions together are denoted by
ARMA(R,Q). ϕr’s and ζq’s are the AR and MA parameters. For binary time series,
a reasonable choice for A and M can be respectively yt and residuals such as yt−µt.
Model (4) includes many well-known models as special cases. One important


















Inference and asymptotic properties for the autoregressive logistic regression models
are discussed via conditional likelihood (Kaufmann, 1987) and partial likelihood (Slud
and Kedem, 1994; Kedem and Fokianos, 2002).
We propose a binary time series mixed model (BTSM). It is a multiple logistic
time series model with random effects that takes into account the heterogeneity among
experimental units. Consider a binary time series realization {yit} taking values 0 or
1 for subject i at time t, where i = 1, · · · ,m, t = 1, · · · , n, and mn = N . Suppose
the experimental units are sampled from a population. It is reasonable to assume
that the random effects βi’s are independent from a normal distribution with mean b
and variance σ2b . For the vector β = (β1, · · · , βm)′, its distribution can be written as
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N (b,Σ), where b is a column of b’s having length m, Σ = σ2b Im, and Im is the m×m
identity matrix. The vector xit = {xit,1, · · · , xit,p}′ denotes the covariates associated
with the p-dimensional fixed effects α = (α1, · · · , αp)′, and zit = {zit,1, · · · , zit,m}′
the design matrix for the random effects β such that z′itβ = βi, that is zit,i = 1 and
zit,j = 0 for all j 6= i.
Denote the conditional mean µit = E(yit | Hit). Given the previous information
Hit = {xit, xit−1, xit−2, · · · , yit−1, yit−2, · · · , µit−1, µit−2, · · · } and random effects, yit
are conditionally independent with mean E(yit|β, Hit)= µβit. By logistic link function,



















This model is called a BTSM model. The random effects β are used to represent
a variety of situations, including subject heterogeneity, unobserved covariates, and
other forms of overdispersion. Here the heterogeneity is modelled directly through
subject-specific parameter. If random intercept along may not sufficiently capture the
variation exhibited in the data, this model can be easily extended to a general form
by incorporating more complicated random effects. Given βi, the yit’s are correlated
because yit−l explicitly influence yit. This correlation can be explain by the AR and
MA components in (7). The MA process which involves µi,t−q makes the model more
complicated. In this formulation, the interaction terms (xit−1yit−1, · · · , xit−Lyit−L)
between covariates and past outcomes provide flexibility in adjusting the time series
structure with respect to different covariates settings.
The proposed BTSM model is general and includes the models discussed hereto-
fore. The random effects model in (3) is a submodel of BTSM under the assumption
that the repeated measurements for each unit are independent, and the correlation
among repeated observations arises only from some unobserved variables. With the
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logistic link function, the GARMA model in (4) is a special case of BTSM if no ran-
dom effect is included. That is, based on the population average, it models the time
series structure without considering the heterogeneities among the units.
More than a simple extension of existing models, the BTSM model poses some
challenging tasks. By considering the hidden variables shared among units, it incor-
porates random effects in logistic time series regression. This makes the estimation
and inference more complicated and different from standard binary time series anal-
ysis. Another important issue is the goodness-of-fit test for model diagnostic. There
are related work for linear mixed models in the literature (Jiang, 2001a,b). There
is, however, no existing method for testing the distributional assumption in binary
time series models with random effects. Furthermore, the asymptotic χ2 distribution
cannot be applied to the new test statistics because of its independence assumption.
Instead, a martingale central limit theorem will be used in the next section to derive
the asymptotic properties.
4.3.2 Estimation by Partial Likelihood
Model fitting procedure herein is based on partial likelihood (PL). PL was introduced
by Cox (1972, 1975). More formal definition and theoretical justification can be found
in Wong (1986) and Slud (1992). The advantage for PL is that it enables very flexible
conditional inferences for all practical purposes, especially when time-dependent co-
variates are involved, i.e., Hit may not include the information for covariates at time
t. Fokianos and Kedem (2004) have discussions on using PL in time series which fol-
low generalized linear models. For the BTSM model, the presence of random effects
causes some integration difficulty, which makes the estimation different from standard
methods in time series analysis. In this section, an approximation procedure will be
proposed to tackle this problem.
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Denote the observation vector by y = (y1, · · · , ym)′, where the observations for
subject i are yi = (yi1, · · · , yin)′, and γ = (γ1, · · · , γO)′, ϕ = (ϕ1, · · · , ϕR)′, ζ =
(ζ1, · · · , ζQ)′. Assume
ω = (α′,γ ′,ϕ′, ζ ′)′
are s-dimensional fixed effects, and X the corresponding matrix with rows
X ′it = (x
′
it, xi t−1yi t−1, · · · , xi t−Oyi t−O, yi t−1, · · · , yi t−R, (yi, t−1−µit−1), · · · , (yi, t−Q−µit−Q)).
Similarly, with rows z′it, the design matrices for the random effects are denoted by












[πit(ω|β)]yit [1− πit(ω|β)]1−yit ,
where πit(ω|β) = Pω|β(yit = 1 | Hit) = µβit.




























Because of the difficulty in implementing the full partial likelihood, we use penalized
quasi-partial likelihood (PQPL) as an approximation. PQPL is an extension of penal-
ized quasi-likelihood (Breslow and Clayton, 1993), which has generally been used to
circumvent the same integration difficulty for a generalized linear mixed model. The
idea is to apply Laplace’s method for integral approximation (Barndorff-Nielsen and
Cox, 1989, Sec. 3.3; Tierney and Kadane, 1986). Hence, the integrated quasi-partial
log-likelihood can be approximated by



















where W is theN×N diagonal matrix with diagonal terms wit = πit(ω|β̃)(1− πit(ω|β̃))







= 0, which max-
imizes the sum of the last two terms in (8). Following the assumption in Breslow and
Clayton (1993) that the GLM iterative weights vary slowly as a function of mean, the
first term in (8) can be ignored. So ω is chosen to maximize the second term. That












with πit(ω, σb) = Pω,σb(yit = 1 | Hit).
Differentiation of (9) with respect to fixed effects ω and random effects β leads to










zit(yit − πit(ω, σb)) = Σ−1β. (11)
Given σb, the maximum quasi-partial likelihood estimator(MQPLE) of (ω̂, β̂) can be
obtained by solving these two score equations. An important role in partial likelihood
inference is played by the score process (10) and (11), which is a vector of martin-
gales with respect to Hit. Hence, in Section 3.4 the study of asymptotic behavior
of the MQPLE ω̂ will be based on central limit theorems for martingales. Ques-
tions regarding existence and uniqueness of the MQPLE are important, because the
score equations (10) and (11) may have multiple roots, or they may have no roots at
all. Similar questions for the traditional maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) have
been addressed by a number of authors. Silvapulle (1981) and Albert and Ander-
son (1984) provide some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of MLE
for binomial response models. Wedderburn (1976) and Kaufmann (1987) both give
uniqueness conditions for the MLE. These results can also be applied to MQPLE and
provide the essential conditions needed for existence and uniqueness of MQPLE.
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Substitution of the maximized value of (9) from penalized quasi-partial likeli-
hood into (8), and evaluating W at (ω̂(σb), β̂(σb)) generates an approximate profile
quasi-likelihood function for the variance components. Using the same assumption in
Breslow and Clayton (1993), we can approximate the profile quasi-likelihood function
for inference on the variance component σ2b by the working dependent variables Y,
iterated weights W and design matrices X and Z. Define V = W−1 + ZΣZ′ and Y







. Up to an additive constant,





(Y −Xω̂)′V−1(Y −Xω̂). (12)
Restricted maximum likelihood (REML) (Patterson and Thompson, 1971) is used
for estimation in (12) because it takes into account the loss in degrees of freedom
resulting from estimating the fixed effects. Details can be found in Harville (1977)
and Searle, et al. (1992). The REML version of (12) can be written as







(Y −Xω̂)′V−1(Y −Xω̂). (13)














where P = V−1 −V−1X(X′V−1X)−1X′V−1 (Harville, 1977).
Estimation of the fixed effects and variance components can be obtained by it-
eratively solving (10), (11) and (14). This estimation procedure is different from
standard GLMM since the new model involves time series structure, i.e., the µit−q
term depends on all the previous observations throughout the iterations. We may
compute µit−q by setting initial µit−q’s to zero or to the sample mean of yit. This
should have negligible effect for a long enough iteration. Estimation can be carried
out by simple modification in standard statistical software for GLMM such as SAS
GLIMMIX package. Details about GLMM can be found in Breslow and Clayton
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(1993). Questions regarding robust estimation and efficient algorithm have been ad-
dressed by a number of authors ( McCulloch, 1997; Lin and Breslow, 1996; Pan, 2001).
4.3.3 Asymptotic Properties
Large sample properties for fixed effects and variance components in BTSM model
are studied in this section. Considering a model which includes time-dependent cova-
tiates, Fokianos and Kedem (2004) studied the asymptotic behavior of fixed effects ω
in generalized linear time series models using partial likelihood inference. Theorem 1
is an extension of Fokianos and Kedem (2004) to multiple binary time series models
with random effects. Based on the quasi-partial likelihood, Theorem 1 gives the con-
sistency and asymptotic normality for the fixed effects estimators ω̂. With the help of
the working dependent variables Y defined in Section 3, Theorem 2 gives the asymp-
totic properties for the REML estimator of σ2b based on some asymptotic properties
for linear mixed models with GLM iterative weights (Jiang, 1996). Assumptions and
proofs are given in the appendix.
Theorem 1. Under assumptions A1 and A2, the maximum quasi-partial likelihood
estimator (MQPLE) for the fixed effects ω̂ are consistent and asymptotically normal
as N →∞:
√
N(ω̂ − ω) = Λ−1N
1√
N




N (ω̂ − ω) →d N (0, Is), (16)













i=1Xit(yit − πit(ω, σb)) = X′(y − π(ω, σb)).
With the profile quasi-likelihood function (13), inference on variance component
in model (7) can be formulated as an iterative procedure to estimate linear mixed
model with the GLM iterative weight W−1 as
Y = Xω + Zβ + ε, (17)
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where β comes from N (0,Σ), ε = (ε1, · · · , εN) follows N (0,W−1), and the corre-
sponding wit’s are rewritten as (w1, · · · , wN). Recall that Σ = σ2b Im. Jiang (1996)
developed rigorous asymptotic properties for REML estimates of variance compo-
nents in linear mixed model (LMM) without the normality assumption on random
effects and errors. Hence, Theorem 2 is a special case of Jiang (1996) for LMM with
known unequal weights. Here we borrow some notation from Jiang (1996). Define
V∗ = A(AtW1/2VW1/2A)−1At,
where A is any N × (N − s) matrix such that rank(A) = N − s and AtW1/2X = 0,








wl , 1 ≤ l ≤ N,
βl−N√
σ2b














(E$4l − 3)V1(σb)2ll ,
J = 2IN +K.
Theorem 2. Under assumptions A3 and A4, as N →∞ and m→∞, the REML
estimate for variance components is consistent and asymptotically normal with
J−1/2IN
√
m(σ̂2b − σ2b ) →d N (0, 1). (18)
4.4 Goodness-of-fit for Model Diagnostics
4.4.1 Goodness-of-fit Test
Pearson’s χ2 test is generally used to test if data follow some specific distribution. An
important assumption for this test is the independence of the observations. How to
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perform testing for model assumptions when the data come from a binary time series
model? One approach is to classify the responses according to mutually exclusive
events in terms of the previous output and then check the difference between observed
and theoretical frequencies in each category. This can be written as follows.
Assume the binary data yit comes from a binomial distribution with probability
p depending on Hit. Hit, defined in Section 3.1, can be decomposed into several mu-
tually exclusive events. Recall that Hit = {xit, xit−1, xit−2, · · · , yit−1, yit−2, · · · , µit−1,
µit−2, · · · }. Suppose the decomposition is decided by n1 covariates (xit, · · · , xi t−n1)
decomposed into c1 exclusive subsets, n2 autoregression effects (yi t−1, · · · , yi t−n2) de-
composed into c2 exclusive subsets, and n3 moving average effects (µi t−1, · · · , µi t−n3)
decomposed into c3 exclusive subsets, where ci ≥ 1, for i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, there
are K exclusive events denoted by E1, . . . , EK with













1(Hit∈Ek)Pω,σb(yit = 1 | Hit).




(Mk − ek(ω, σb))2
E(Mk)
. (20)
If the parameters ω and σ are known, the asymptotic distribution for this test statistic
is χ2 with K degrees of freedom.
For the BTSM model, new construction and asymptotic properties of the goodness-
of-fit test need to be rigorously established for two reasons. First, the probability
Pω,σb(yit = 1 | Hit) is not completely specified under the null hypothesis because it
involves the unknown parameters (ω, σb). After replacing the unknown parameters
in ej(ω, σb) by the estimated values (ω̂, σ̂b), the χ
2 approximation may not be valid
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(Chernoff and Lehmann, 1954; Jiang, 2001b). Second, because of the random ef-
fects and time series structures in the BTSM model, the observations are correlated.
Accordingly, the asymptotic χ2 result may not follow from the classic central limit
theorem.
Jiang (2001b) derived the asymptotic distribution for goodness-of-fit test in linear
mixed models (LMM) with continuous response to assess the adequacy of distribu-
tional assumptions. A new test statistic is constructed here based on binary obser-
vations and the corresponding time series model. Furthermore, the BTSM model
includes time-dependent covariates. For this general formulation, inference is made
based on the partial likelihood function. Asymptotic distribution of the new test
statistic is derived by exploiting the martingale properties of the quasi-partial score
process, which is different from Jiang (2001b).







(Mk − ek(ω̂, σ̂b))2. (21)
Unlike the Pearson’s χ2 test, the asymptotic distribution for this new statistic may
not be χ2. Hence, there is no need to have a normalizing constant in the test statistic
to achieve χ2 distribution. Instead, for simplicity, we choose a unified N as suggested
in Jiang (2001b).
The asymptotic properties for the test statistic (21) are given in Theorem 3. Proofs
are given in the appendix. The following notation is used in the theorem. Define

















































−1[V h+ 2ΦRΦ′]. (22)
Note that, for N×N matrixes C and CV, Cit and (CV)it indicate the ((i−1)n+t)-th
diagonal elements respectively.
Theorem 3. Suppose ΨN in (22) converges to a limiting value Ψ. Under the






where Γ = diag(λ1, · · · , λK), and λi are the eigenvalues of Ψ and Z1, · · · ,ZK are i.i.d.
N (0, 1).
Let Ψ̂ = N−1[V̂ h + 2Φ̂R̂Φ̂′] denote the estimate of (22). Computation of Ψ̂ is
essential to obtaining the critical values in the goodness-of-fit test. In practice, it is







































where U are the number of Monte-Carlo simulations, ĥit,(l), Φ̂(l), Î
N
(l), R̂(l) are estimates




u=1 ĥit,(u), yit are a sample from Bernoulli trials with
probability following the fitted BTSM model and βi are i.i.d. variables generated
from N (b̂, σ̂b). As mentioned in Section 3.2, Laplace’s method can be applied to





4.4.2 Finite-Sample Performance and Empirical Application
To examine the finite-sample performance of the proposed tests, we carry out some
simulations under nulls and alternatives. Each result is calculated based on 5000
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Table 14: BTSM models with four different time series structures
BTSM– Model βi
AR(1) logit(µit) = βi + 1.3yit−1 + 0.3xit, xit = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 N (−0.3, 0.5)
MA(1) logit(µit) = βi + 1.3(yit−1 − µit−1) + 0.3xit, xit ∈ (0, 1) N (−0.3, 0.5)
AR(2) logit(µit) = βi + yit−1 + 0.5yit−2 + 0.3xit, xit ∈ (0, 1) N (−1, 0.5)
ARMA(1,1) logit(µit) = β + 1.5yit−1 + 0.5(yit−1 − µit−1)− 0.5xit, xit ∈ (0, 1) N (−0.3, 0.5)
simulations with 5% significant level. Two sample sizes N=480 (m=25, n=20) and
N=160 (m=16, n=10) and four different partitions (K=2, 4, 6, 8) are studied. For
simplicity, we only focus on equal cell partitions in this simulation study. As men-
tioned in Section 4.1, when unknown parameters are involved, there is no existing
test which has valid asymptotic distribution. Thus, we compare our method with a
naive test, namely, the Pearson χ2-test in (20) but with parameters estimated. Since
parameters are not assumed to be known, a naive way to apply the Pearson χ2-test
is to modify the asymptotic χ2 distribution with K− 1−a degrees of freedom, where
a is the number of parameters being estimated. Here, the comparison is conducted
only for K=8. For example, for the second model (BTSM-AR(2)) in Table 14, there
are five parameters being estimated (three fixed effects, one random effect, and one
corresponding variance). As noted above, the χ2 distribution with 2(= 8 − 1 − 5)
degrees of freedom may be incorrect (even asymptotically). Since this naive critical
value is too small, it is possible that use of the correct critical value would correct the
empirical levels in our simulations, but clearly this would only come at the expense
of reducing the power further.
Binary data are generated by using the BTSM models listed in Table 14 with four
different time series structures. Table 15 reports the empirical rejection probabilities
associated with these four models to examine the empirical level of the test. In general,
when the sample size increases, the empirical level of the proposed test becomes
more stable with respect to the number of partitions K. Compared with the naive
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Table 15: Empirical level of the goodness-of-fit test at 5 %
Model (m,n) K = 2 K = 4 K = 6 K = 8 χ2
BTSM–AR(1) (24, 20) 0.042 0.046 0.046 0.044 0.094
(16, 10) 0.047 0.049 0.054 0.055 0.119
BTSM–MA(1) (24, 20) 0.046 0.052 0.054 0.062 0.084
(16, 10) 0.063 0.056 0.065 0.074 0.172
BTSM–AR(2) (24, 20) 0.056 0.042 0.048 0.06 0.151
(16, 10) 0.06 0.048 0.054 0.062 0.277
BTSM–ARMA(1,1) (24, 20) 0.044 0.046 0.042 0.046 0.294
(16, 10) 0.055 0.058 0.051 0.056 0.346
Pearson χ2-test, the proposed method performs better in the following two respects.
First, when the number of estimated parameters involved in the model increases, the
proposed method provides a more stable empirical level. For example, the empirical
level of the naive test almost doubles and far exceeds the nominal 5% level when
the number of estimated parameters increases from four (AR(1) or MA(1)) to five
(AR(2) or ARMA(1,1)). This is because the critical value of the naive test decreases
rapidly when the number of estimated parameters increases. The other advantage of
the proposed method is the performance robustness to sample size. For the naive test,
the empirical level increases dramatically when the sample size decreases, while for
the proposed method, the increase is slight to modest.Table 16 reports the computing
times on a 3.4-GHz PC for calculating the empirical level (based on 5000 simulations)
using R. The computing time increases linearly with sample size, while it increases
marginally with K.
In terms of power, we choose two types of alternatives to assess the distributional
assumptions involved in the fitted model (at 5% level), including the Bernoulli as-
sumption for the binary data and the normal assumption for the random effects.
The first alternative assumes that the random effects are normally distributed and
the binary data follow a beta-binomial distribution. That is, yit are generated from
Bernoulli(Pit) distribution, and Pit is a random variable with a Beta(µit, 1 − µit)
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Table 16: Computing times (in minutes) for calculating empirical level
Model (m,n) K = 2 K = 4 K = 6 K = 8 χ2
BTSM–AR(1) (24, 20) 13 15 15 17 17
(16, 10) 5 6 6 6 6
BTSM–MA(1) (24, 20) 16 18 18 20 20
(16, 10) 7 7 7 9 9
BTSM–AR(2) (24, 20) 18 18 20 20 20
(16, 10) 6 7 7 8 8
BTSM–ARMA(1,1) (24, 20) 18 18 21 22 22
(16, 10) 7 7 8 8 8
distribution. The other alternative assumes a departure from the normal assumption
for random effects. Let yit follow Bernoulli(µit) distribution, and the random effect β
follows a mixture of two normal distributions N (b1, 1) and N (b2, 1) with probability
prob and 1 − prob, denoted by MIXN(b1,b2, prob). In the simulation, the random
effect is assume to be MIXN(−0.5,0.5, 0.3). For each alternative, µit are obtained
from the values specified in the four models given in Table 14. Based on the generated
data, models are fitted by the procedure described in Section 3.
Tables 17 and 18 report the empirical rejection probability for both alternatives
associated with four BTSM models to examine the empirical power. Their corre-
sponding computing times are listed in Tables 19 and 20. Clearly, for the first two
models, the proposed test is more powerful than the naive test for both alternatives
(with the exception of BTSM–AR(1), m = 24, n = 20, K = 2 in Table 18). In
some cases of the last two models, when K is small (mostly for K = 2, and some
for K = 4), the naive method has more power than the proposed method, but this
is due to the higher empirical levels of the former in Table 15. Another issue is the
dependence of performance on K, the number of cells. It is well known that the
power of this type of goodness-of-fit test can vary greatly with K. This is observed in
the simulation results, especially when the sample size is smaller. Therefore, proper
choice of partitions is important. This leads to the following guidelines for choosing
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Table 17: Power of testing Bernoulli assumption under beta-binomial distribution
Model (m,n) K = 2 K = 4 K = 6 K = 8 χ2
BTSM–AR(1) (24, 20) 0.651 0.659 0.718 0.772 0.574
(16, 10) 0.361 0.403 0.608 0.548 0.296
BTSM–MA(1) (24, 20) 0.792 0.806 0.811 0.912 0.778
(16, 10) 0.528 0.729 0.579 0.634 0.428
BTSM–AR(2) (24, 20) 0.688 0.858 0.762 0.756 0.728
(16, 10) 0.603 0.596 0.586 0.594 0.578
BTSM–ARMA(1,1) (24, 20) 0.402 0.818 0.754 0.746 0.648
(16, 10) 0.216 0.286 0.428 0.502 0.486
Table 18: Power of testing normal random effect under mixed normal distribution
Model (m,n) K = 2 K = 4 K = 6 K = 8 χ2
BTST–AR(1) (24, 20) 0.319 0.427 0.486 0.674 0.354
(16, 10) 0.205 0.314 0.458 0.327 0.135
BTSM–MA(1) (24, 20) 0.994 1 1 0.998 0.993
(16, 10) 0.924 0.983 0.988 0.97 0.826
BTSM–AR(2) (24, 20) 0.596 0.607 0.686 0.702 0.618
(16, 10) 0.336 0.375 0.395 0.448 0.432
BTSM–ARMA(1,1) (24, 20) 0.546 0.658 0.586 0.616 0.518
(16, 10) 0.323 0.348 0.356 0.434 0.346
the optimal number of partitions.
Although the construction of the goodness-of-fit test allows arbitrary partition
of the cells, its performance depends on a proper choice of the number of exclusive
subsets K in (19). How to choose the optimal number of partitions? First, to ensure
enough power, K should not be too small, because the fewer cells the more difficult
to distinguish between two distributions. On the other hand, if there are too many
cells, the size of the test may become a problem. This is because the asymptotic
distribution of the test is based on aK-dimensional central limit theorem. A necessary
condition to maintain this asymptotic property is that K/N1/5 → 0 (Senatov, 1980;
Jiang, 2001b). Therefore, the proper number of partitions should be chosen from 1 to
dN1/5e. Within this range, conducting a simulation with comparable sample size will
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Table 19: Computing times (in minutes) for Table 17
Model (m,n) K = 2 K = 4 K = 6 K = 8 χ2
BTSM–AR(1) (24, 20) 9 9 13 14 14
(16, 10) 2 2 2 3 3
BTSM–MA(1) (24, 20) 9 9 12 12 12
(16, 10) 3 3 4 4 4
BTSM–AR(2) (24, 20) 11 11 11 13 13
(16, 10) 5 6 6 6 6
BTSM–ARMA(1,1) (24, 20) 10 11 15 16 16
(16, 10) 5 5 5 6 6
Table 20: Computing times (in minutes) for Table 18
Model (m,n) K = 2 K = 4 K = 6 K = 8 χ2
BTSM–AR(1) (24, 20) 9 9 10 10 10
(16, 10) 5 5 5 5 5
BTSM–MA(1) (24, 20) 11 11 11 13 13
(16, 10) 5 6 6 6 6
BTSM–AR(2) (24, 20) 8 9 9 11 11
(16, 10) 4 5 5 5 5
BTSM–ARMA(1,1) (24, 20) 11 11 13 13 13
(16, 10) 5 5 6 7 7
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be helpful in determining the optimal number of partitions. R code for the simulations
are available on http://www2.isye.gatech.edu/∼jeffwu/publications/, which can be
easily implemented.
4.5 Application in Adhesion Frequency Experiment
In this section, we revisit the adhesion frequency experiment data and apply the
proposed model to predict the adhesion probability. As in Section 2, there are 37 pairs
of cells used in this experiment. Adhesion test cycles for each pair are repeated 50
times. To study the time series behavior, for every subject, the first five observations
are treated as additional predictor variables. Therefore, in this example, m=37,
n=45. The covariate here is the average number of bonds denoted by ANBi for the
i-th pair of cells. For each pair of cells, the ANB is fixed. Therefore, there is no
time-dependent covariate in this example and the one-dimensional (p=1) covariates
in model (7) can be simplified by assuming xit = xit,1 = ANBi, for all t.
With fixed effects
ω = (α1, γ1, ϕ1, ζ1),
and the corresponding X ′it = (ANBi, ANBi × yit−1, yi t−1, (yi t−1 − µi t−1)), the fitted
BTSM model for adhesion probability is given below:
logit(µit) = βi + α1ANBi + γ1ANBi × yit−1 + ϕ1yit−1 + ζ1(yi t−1 − µi t−1), (24)
where βi ∼ N (−1.33, 0.44). The value of the MQPLE is
ω̂ = (0.97,−0.62, 1.76,−0.86)
with the corresponding p-values 0.004, 0.031, < 0.001, and 0.006. The estimated
variance component σ̂b=0.4 (with standard deviation 0.14) provides clear evidence
on the substantial heterogeneity among subjects. In model (24), ANBi and yi t−1
have significant effects on the cell adhesion probability at time t. The positive α1
value of 0.97 indicates that the cell adhesion probability increases with respect to the
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ANB. The adhesion memory can be described by a first-order autoregressive and
moving average process. The positive ϕ1 value of 1.76 indicates that the adhesion
probability is higher if adhesion occurs in the previous test. The significant interaction
(ANBi × yit−1) plays an important role in the model interpretation. Based on the
fitted model (24), the coefficient of the ANBi, 0.97− 0.62yi t−1, shows that the effect
of ANB is smaller if an adhesion occurs in the previous test (yi t−1=1). On the other
hand, based on the coefficient of yi t−1, i.e., 1.76−0.86−0.62ANBi=0.9−0.62ANBi,
the effect of yi t−1 is reduced as the average number of bonds increases. Furthermore,
the memory effect is close to 0 if the ANB is around 1.45 (=0.9/0.62). It implies that,
if two cells with ANB more than 4.3 seconds, the repeated adhesion tests become
nearly independent. This model gives so much new information on the adhesion
frequency analysis, because it provides not only a flexible model for considering the
memory effect but also the conditions under which the independence assumption may
hold.
The distributional assumptions here are the normally distributed random effects
and the dependent Bernoulli distributed responses. To assess their adequacy, the
proposed goodness-of-fit test (21) is applied in this example. Based on some simula-
tion studies that we suggested in section 4.2, the optimal number of partition in this
example is K = 4. Therefore, we first partition the the previous information space
Hit into four disjoint events as follows:
E1 = (yi t−1 = 0, µi t−1 > 0.5), E2 = (yi t−1 = 0, µi t−1 ≤ 0.5),
E3 = (yi t−1 = 1, µi t−1 > 0.5), E4 = (yi t−1 = 1, µi t−1 ≤ 0.5).
That is, c1=1, c2=2, c3=2 in (19). 5000 Monte-Carlo simulations are conducted to
evaluate Ψ̂. The corresponding eigenvalues for Ψ̂ are {0.3100, 0.1428, 0.0350, 0.0252}.
By Theorem 3, the critical values of the proposed goodness-of-fit test at α=0.01, 0.05,
and 0.1 are 2.3819, 1.6271, and 1.2556 respectively. The test statistic under model
(24) is χ̂2=0.9392, which is much smaller than the critical values. There is thus no
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evidence to reject the hypothesis that the binary responses in adhesion tests follow
a dependent Bernoulli distribution with probability given by model (24). Similar to
the study in Section 4.2, we compare the proposed test with the naive χ2 test in (20)
with one degree of freedom. The nave test statistic has the value 6.8838 with the
corresponding p-value of 0.0087. This would lead to the rejection of the hypothesis
of dependency and the model in (21). In view of the simulation results in Section 4.2
that the naive test can have an exceedingly large test statistic value, such a conclusion
cannot be taken seriously.
Recall that the preliminary analysis in Section 2 shows some memory effects in the
repeated observations. By applying the BTSM model, the cell adhesion memory can
be described by an ARMA(1,1) process. Besides, model (24) can quantify the effect
of average number of bonds and identify a significant interaction between average
number of bonds and the previous test result. This is a great advantage, because in
practice it is difficult to assess the moving average and interaction effects by graphical
analysis. As shown in this example, by including the interaction term, the BTSM
model provides flexibility in capturing different time series structures with respect to
different covariates. Given the fitted models, goodness-of-fit tests are conducted to
check the distributional assumptions. The test result provides statistical evidence on
the adequacy of the distributional assumption and supports model-based predictions.
Another advantage of the BTSM model is that it incorporates the random effects.
Thus inference and predictions can be made beyond the particular subjects used in
the experiment.
4.6 Summary and Concluding Remarks
Despite the prevalence of multiple binary time series data in many applications, their
modeling and inference have not been systematically studied in the literature. We
propose a binary time series mixed model (BTSM) to analyze data when a repeated
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binary time series is observed for each subject. It handles multiple time series by
incorporating random effects to borrow strength across different subjects. Thus,
inference and predictions can be made beyond the specific units in the study. The
BTSM model includes numerous known models as special cases. Moreover, it may
have applications in longitudinal analysis.
Estimators for the fixed effects and variance components are shown to be con-
sistent and asymptotically normally distributed. To assess the adequacy of the dis-
tributional assumptions in the BTSM model, we propose a new goodness-of-fit test.
Because there are some unknown parameters and the data are dependent, the asymp-
totic distribution for the test statistic is derived by using a martingale central limit
theorem. Not surprisingly, the results are different from the classical Pearson’s χ2 test.
The proposed test outperforms the naive Pearson’s χ2 test in an simulation study.
Some guidelines are given on the choice of the optimal number K of partitions.
As an application, the BTSM model is applied to fit some multiple binary time se-
ries observed on T-cell adhesion frequency experiment. This study demonstrates how
the BTSM model can help in quantitatively describing the effects of significant fac-
tors. Furthermore, the fitted model provides valuable information on moving average
and interaction effects, which cannot be obtained from graphical analysis. This ex-
ample shows that the first-order autocorrelation effect can be observed from graphical
analysis, but not when higher order autocorrelations are present. The goodness-of-fit
test is also demonstrated in this example. Although the covariates in this example
are independent of time, the proposed model and inference are generally applicable
to problems with time-dependent covariates.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1


















j=1 |si1 − sj1|.
Without loss of generality, we can take the first column as (1, 2, · · · , n)′. Therefore,
∑(n2 )























PROOF OF LEMMA 2













where cj = dj1 + dj2, for all j = 1, 2, · · · , k. Since
∑k
j=1 cj is a constant, it is easy to















Thus, the result holds for m = 2. Assume the upper bound is achieved by the
ordered sequence for m = M . When m = M + 1, suppose the upper bound is




. Without loss of generality, assume that at least the first sequence
does not follow the order. Because of this, there always exists an M -element subset
{d11∗ , · · · , d̂1t∗ · · · , d1M+1∗} that does not follow the order, where the notation d̂1t∗




+· · ·+ 1̂∑k
j=1 djt∗




+· · ·+ 1̂∑k
j=1 djt∗
· · ·+ 1∑k
j=1 dj(M+1)
.
This is a contradiction, because by adding 1/
∑k







+ · · ·+ 1∑k
j=1 djt∗
· · ·+ 1∑k
j=1 dj(M+1)
,
which is a better upper bound. By mathematical induction, we can prove that the
function achieves the upper bound when all k sequences are in increasing order.
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
To find a lower bound for φp, consider the following minimization problem with respect











where d̄ = (n+ 1)k/3. Using the Lagrange multiplier method, it is easy to show that




lower bound for φp. But since we know the di’s in an LHD are integers, a better lower
bound can be obtained by adding this constraint to the above optimization problem.
To find the optimal solution under the integer restriction, consider the following two
groups: I = {i : di ≤ d̄} and II = {i : di > d̄}. Since the sum of the di’s is a
constant, if we increase a di for an i ∈ I, then we should decrease a di, i ∈ II, by the
same amount . It is easy to show that such a change will decrease φp. Therefore, the
minimum of φp can be achieved by
d1 = · · · = dN = bd̄c ; dN+1 = · · · = d(n2 ) = dd̄e,
provided such an N exists. We must have Nbd̄c+ {(n2 )−N}dd̄e = (n2 )d̄, which gives











Now consider the upper bound. All the k factors have the same inter-site distances
{dj,1, · · · , dj,(n2 )}, where j = 1, · · · , k. For example, if n = 5, the inter-site distances
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for each factor is {1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4}. In general, (n−1) of the dj,i’s are 1, (n−2)
of the dj,i’s are 2, · · · , and one is (n−1). Different LHDs have different combinations of
the inter-site distances of each factor. Therefore di =
∑k






















Note that the inter-site distances of each of the k factors is ordered in the same

















BAYESIAN VARIABLE SELECTION TECHNIQUE
Here we provide some additional details for the Bayesian variable selection technique.
The computer model can be represented as Y = f(x), where the transfer function f
can be highly nonlinear. First assume that each xi takes only three values 1, 2, and 3.
Later we will explain how to generalize this. Define the linear and quadratic effects for
each xi as in Eq. (6). Now consider approximating f(x) by a linear model containing
all of the interaction terms (up to the pth order interaction). The linear model can
be written as
∑3p−1
i=0 βiui, where u0 = 1, u1 = x1l, . . ., and u3p−1 = x1q · · ·xpq.
A major step in the Bayesian variable selection technique is to postulate a prior
distribution for β = (β0, . . . , β3p−1)
′. This is a difficult task because of the huge
number of parameters. To simplify this task, Joseph (2006b) and Joseph and Delaney
(2007) proposed an interesting idea. Instead of directly postulating a prior for β,
postulate a functional prior for f(x) and use it to induce a prior for β. Assume that
f(x) ∼ GP(µ0, σ20ψ),
where µ0 is the mean and σ
2
0ψ is the covariance function of the Gaussian process
(GP). Because there are 3p parameters in the linear model, their distribution can be
obtained based on 3p function values. One simple choice is to evaluate the function
at the full factorial design for the p factors (which contains 3p points). To simplify
the results further, write the linear model as µ0 +
∑3p−1
i=0 βiui and assume a product
correlation structure given by ψ(h) =
∏p
j=1 ψj(hj). Then, it can be shown that
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0, τ 20 r1qr2q · · · rpq
)
,
where rjl and rjq for j = 1, · · · , p are calculated using Eq. (7). Further, Joseph
and Delaney (2007) shows that βi’s are approximately independent. Thus, the prior
distribution for β is a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and variance-
covariance matrix τ 20 R = diag{1, r1l, r1q, . . . , r1q · · · rpq}.
Let the experiment has n runs and let y be the data. We have y = µ01 + Uβ,
where U is the model matrix with dimension n × 3p. Using Bayes theorem, the











The posterior mean can be used as an estimate of β.
Note that if we are interested only up to the two-factor interactions, then approxi-
mate results can be obtained by replacing R and U by their appropriate sub-matrices.
Moreover, if a factor takes values in a continuous interval, then it should be scaled in
the interval [1.0, 3.0]. Other ranges such as [0, 1] or [−1, 1] may also be used. However,
the formulas for the linear-quadratic effects and r’s should be changed accordingly.
For example, if the factors are scaled in [0, 1], then the linear-quadratic effects should
be calculated using Eq. (6) after replacing xj − 2 with 2(xj − .5) and the r’s using
Eq. (7) after replacing the arguments of ψj by .5 and 1 instead of 1 and 2.
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APPENDIX E
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
If there is one branching factor (q = 1), a BLHD will include k1 small LHD(n1, m1)
for the k1 levels of the branching factor and a LHD(N , t) for the shared factors. φλ

















As shown in Joseph and Hung (2008), for a given LHD(N,t), the average inter-site
distance (rectangular measure) is N(N2−1)t/6, which is a constant. With these con-









, 1 ≤ i ≤ k1∑








dv1(g,h) is the sum of inter-site distances for those smaller LHD(n1,m1)
and
∑
g 6=h dx(g,h) is the sum of inter-site distances for LHD(N ,t). Since


















the lower bound can be found by minimizing φ∗λ with the same constraints in (25).
Hence, the lower bound can be solved by using the Lagrange multiplier method.
For the upper bound of φλ, result for BLHD is a simple extension of that for LHD.




A1. The parameter ω belongs to an open set B ⊆ Rs.
A2. The covariate matrix Xit lies almost surely in a nonrandom compact subset of






itXit > 0] = 1.
A3. σb ≥ 0 and Var(β21) > 0.
A4. As N →∞, lim inf λminCor(IN−s,V1) > 0 and lim tr(V′1V1)1/2 = ∞, where for matrices





A5. ‖N−1/2a′TD‖ and ‖(N)−1/2a′T ΦJ1/2‖ are bounded, where ‖κ‖ = (κ′κ)1/2 for any
vector κ.



































2E(yit − πit(θ))21(|yit−πit(θ)|>Lit), where δit = E∆2it1(|∆it|>Lit).
























where δ∗it = E∆
4
it1(|∆it|≤Lit).
A8. As N →∞, λmaxξ′ξ/σ2N → 0 , where ξ = (C∗V)− diag(C∗V).
Assumptions A1 and A2 are required for the asymptotic properties for fixed effects
estimated from partial likelihood. Lindeberg’s condition holds under assumption A2
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(Fokianos and Kedem, 1998), which leads to the proof of Theorem 1. Assumptions
A3 and A4 are the key conditions for consistency and asymptotic normality of the




PROOF OF THEOREM 1







Xit(yit − πit(ω, σb)).
Assume a σ-field is generated from the past data and covariates
Fn−1 = σ(H1n, H2n, · · · , Hmn).
It is clear that E[Sn(ω, σb) | Fn−1] = E[Sn−1(ω, σb)] , and E[Sn(ω, σb)] = 0. Base on
this fact and A1 and A2, it is easy to see that the partial score process Sn(ω, σb) is
the sum of zero-mean martingale differences with respect to Fn−1. The asymptotic
normality follows from the martingale central limit theorem (Theorem 3.2 in Hall and
Heyde (1980)). Detail of the proof is analogue to Slud and Kedem (1994).
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APPENDIX H
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The inference for the variance component can be formulated as a linear mixed model
with variances of error terms following the GLM iterative weights in (17). Define
Y∗ = W1/2Y, X∗ = W1/2X, Z∗ = W1/2Z, ε∗ = W1/2ε. Replacing them in (17), we
have Y∗ = X∗ω + Z∗β+ ε∗, with ε∗ ∼ N (0, I) and β following the same distribution
in (17). The results directly follow as a special case of Theorem 4.1 of Jiang (1996)
with the variance component parameter space Θ = {σ2b ≥ 0}.
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APPENDIX I
APPENDIX D: PROOF OF THEOREM 3
The proof is along the lines of Jiang (2001b). It consists of several lemmas that
culminate in the final proof.
Lemma D.1. Under the same assumptions in Theorem 3, define
Ψ(1)n = Ψ
(1)




























n converges to a limiting value Ψ(1). If there is no random effect in model










where λ1, · · · , λK are the eigenvalues of Ψ(1).
Proof:
Let ξn = (ξn,k)1≤k≤K ,
ξn,k = Mk − ek(ω̂) = Mk − ek(ω)− (ek(ω̂)− ek(ω)).
For any a ∈ RK , denote Tna = aT = (aT,1, · · · , aT,K)′. Then,




















where Υi = n
−1/2λ′nh
(1)
i is an array of martingale differences. The remaining proof
is omitted because it is similar to that in Jiang (2001a). Only difference is that the
asymptotics here will be proved by using a martingale central limit theorem. Because
of the use of partial likelihood, this result is more general than Jiang (2001a).
Lemma D.2. Using the notation in Section 3.3, for any µ ∈ R \ {0},
µJ−1/2IN
√
m(σ̂2b − σ2b ) = [(Y −Xω)′B∗N(Y −Xω)− E((Y −Xω)′B∗N(Y −Xω))],
(28)
where B∗N = J




Follow the same argument as in Theorem 2, consider the LMM with GLM weights,




m(σ̂2b − σ2b ) = $′BN$ − E($′BN$),
where BN = J
−1/2µV1(σb)/
√
m, and V1(σb) is defined in Theorem 2. Lemma D.2
follows because $′g(σb)W
−1/2 = (Y −Xω)′.
Lemma D.3. Denote θ = (ω′, σb), ξk = Mk − ek(θ̂), and ξ = (ξk)1≤k≤K. Let T be
an orthogonal matrix such that T ′ΨNT = diag(λN,1, · · · , λN,K), where λN,1, · · · , λN,K






Υit + op(1), (29)
where Ta = aT = (aT,1, · · · , aT,K)′, G∗it = (N)−1/2a′TGit, ∆′ = (∆it) = (Y −Xω)′V−1/2,
Var(∆it) = 1, and
Υit = G
∗






(Notice that C∗ is a N × N matrix with C∗i′t′,it indicating the element in C∗ with
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[(i′−1)n+ t′]-th column and (i−1)n+ t-th row, and by the definition before Theorem




For 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
ξk = Mk − ek(θ)− (ek(θ̂)− ek(θ)).
By definition,
a′((N)−1/2T ′ξ) = (N)−1/2a′T ξ
= (N)−1/2
∑K
k=1 aT,k(Mk − ek(θ))− (N)−1/2
∑K
k=1 aT,k(ek(θ̂)− ek(θ)).



























































































































C = (N)−1/2a′T ΦC.





Υit →d N (0, a′Γa). (31)
Proof:




t=1 Υit/σN , where σN is defined

















































it − 1)1(|∆it|<Lit) − E(∆2it − 1)1(|∆it|<Lit),
Vit = (∆
2
it − 1)− Uit,
uit = ∆it1(|∆it|<Lit) − E∆it1(|∆it|<Lit),
vit = ∆it − uit,
u∗it = (yit − πit(θ))1(|yit−πit(θ)|<Lit) − E(yit − πit(θ))1(|yit−πit(θ)|<Lit),
v∗it = (yit − πit(θ))− u∗it.






it converge to 0 in L2.
Next, consider Υ
(1)
it which is an array of martingale differences by following the same
argument in Theorem 5.2 of Jiang (1996). Based on assumption A7 and Rosenthal’s
inequality (Hall and Heyde, 1980), maxit | Υ(1)it | is bounded in L2 and converges to 0
in probability.














































































































By assumption A7 and Rosenthal’s inequality, we can show that ti → 0 in L2 for i =
































(C∗V)2it,(it)′ + op(1). (34)







2 = 1 + op(1). Because σ
2
N = a
′T ′ΨNTa, it converges
to a′Γa in probability. Consequently, (31) follows.
Proof of Theorem 3:
From Lemmas D.2 to D.4, we have, for any a,
a′(N−1/2T ′ξ) →d (a′Γa)1/2Z,
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where Z ∼ N (0,1), form which, N−1/2T ′ξ →d N (0,Γ) follows.
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